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ABSTRACT
The study presented in this dissertation
represents an attempt to arrive at a more rational and
adequate means of assessing the strength of centrally
loaded, pinned-end, initlally curved, prismatic steel
columns. The investigation has been based on the con-
cept of the maximum strength of a column, whereby all
pertinent column strength factors have been taken into
account, including the initial out-of-straightness.
Two conceptually different methods of solution
have been utilized. The first part of the dissertation
describes the deterministic investigation, for which the
maximum strength column curves for a large number of dif-
ferent structural shapes have been developed. The column
types included represent rolled and welded wide-flange and
box shapes of a variety of steel grades, sizes, manufac-
turing methods, and so on. The theoretically determined
maximum strengths have been found to compare well with a
number of ~olumn test results (accuracy of ~5 percent) .
The deterministic column strength data have been analyzed,
in order to detect the influence of the most important
column strength factors, with the ultimate goal of de-
veloping a set of multiple column curves. Each of the
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curves in the set represents the average of the strength
of the columns that are to be designed according to it,
and the set of curves therefore illustrates an improvement
over the presently used column design rules. The set of
. multiple column curves that has been developed is based on
an initial out-of-straightness of 1/1000, which constitutes
the specification maximum allowable.
The second method of solution is based on a
probabilistic computation of the column maximum strength.
An extensive evaluation of the statistical characteristics
of the cross-sectional dimensions and the other geometric
properties of the column shape, of the yield stress, the
residual stresses in the shape, and of the initial out-of-
straightness, has been carried out. The probabilistic
characteristics have been substantiated by the results of
actual measurements. These data have been utilized towards
the development of a quasi-steady probabilistic solution
for the maximum column strength, whereby the deterministic,
incremental relationships governing the behavior of the
column have been formulated so as to account for the ran-
dom nature of the parameters involved. This represents the
first time that a non-linear structural engineering problem
has been solved on the basis of probabilistic concepts, in-
cluding the effects of material and geometric non-linearities.
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Th~ results of the probabilistic study indicate
that the initial out-of-straightness is by far the factor
contributing the most to the random variation of the
strength of a particular column. The yield stress only has
a very small effect, and the influence of the random varia-
bility of the residual stresses and of the cross-sectional
properties is small within the limitations of the study.
The randomness of the residual stresses studied are indica-
tive only of the ~-variations that may occur at any point
throughout the cross section. The random nature of the en-
tire residual stress pattern in a shape was not included in
the investigations. The gross residual stress distribution
therefore remains one of the mos·t important factors influ-
encing the strength of columns in general.
Further analyses of the data have provided
material for the development of a set of probabilistic mul-
tiple column curves, which have been based on an assumed
mean value 1/1470 of the out-of-straightness. The probabi-
listic set of curves is believed to represent a scientifi-
cally sound solution, and is regar~ed as more adequate than
the deterministic multiple column curves.
-3-
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"I. INTRODUCTION
The column is one of the basic elements of any
structure, and its strength and behavior have long consti-
tutedsome of the most important and crucial problems to face
the structural engineering researcher and designer. Numer-
ous theories and attempts at arriving at the most rational
and representative solution of the problem have been formu-
lated, but most of them have been hampered by deficiencies
with more or less far-reaching consequences.
Of major importance in all of these solutions is
the fact that the strength and behavior have been investi-
gated on the basis of deterministic concepts. The parame-
ters of influence have been assumed to take on predetermined
values, not subjected to the natural laws of variation that
are inherent in almost any physical phenomenon, and thus
beyond the reach of human control. Whereas conceptually
obvious, it is inconceivably complex to incorporate all fac-
tors and their variability into a practical solution, and
some simplificativn and assumptions therefore have to be
made in order to arrive at a practicable column model. This
does not imply that the study and its results will be of
lesser value, but rather that it represents a step in the
direction of improving the assessment of column strength.
-4-
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The study presented in this dissertation deals with
two basically different methods of arriving at a better re-
presentation of the strength of centrally loaded, initially
curved, prismatic steel columns. The first approach is
based on a strictly deterministic computation of the col-·
umn's maximum strength, and the variation of the strength
is attempted to be accounted for by finding the strength for
columns with different shapes, sizes, materials, and so on,
and analyzing these data. The second approach is founded on
probabilistic concepts, whereby the variation of the rele-
vant strength parameters is considered explicitly in the
calculation of the maximum strengths. This method therefore
circumvents several of the steps necessary in the other ap-
proach and allows a direct analysis of the separate and joint
effects of the variables. It will be shown that many of the
results obtained by the latter solution could not possibly
be deduced from the data obtained in the first part of the
investigation. This represents the first time that the con-
cepts of probability theory have been applied towards the
solution of the problem of an inelastic, initially curved
column, and hence provides a theory that may be used in
many other areas of similar nature.
-5-
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1.1 A Historical Review of the Column Strength Problem
The first to realize the nature of the column
strength problem, and thus the first to present a rigorous
solution, was Leonard Euler(l) , who published his classical
work in 1759. The controversy related to the column pro-
blem did not emerge until more than one hundred years later,
hOVlever, when the non-linear column strength theories were
conceived and developed. Having presented the original
tangent modulus theory in 1889(2), Engesser later modified
it to account for the remarks by considere(3) and the cri-
ticism given by Jasinsky(4) , and thus in 1895 set forth the
reduced modulus (double modulus) theory of column strength (5) .
This theory thereby came to be regarded as the correct so-
lution of the column problem, particularly after von Karman(6)
conducted a number of tests which showed a good correlation
between his test results and the theory.
Considerable confusion began to arise when, in the
years that followed, the re?ults of most column tests that
were performed exhibited strengths closer to the tangent
modulus loads than to the reduced modulus loads. It is a
remarkable fact that a clarification did not come until
fifty years later, when Shanley published his now famous
treatise(7,8), whereby the tangent modulus concept was rein-
-6-
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stated as the correct representation of the strength of an
initially perfectly straight column. It was then realized
that the tangent modulus load is a lower bound, and the re-
duced modulus load an upper bound to the column strength(9,
10)
All of the above mentioned theories dealt with
the strength of an initially perfectly straight column, and
its behavior up to the point of bifurcation of the equili-
brium (buckling). A major step forward towards the under-
standing of the column's behavior when subjected to loads
above the tangent modulus load was made by Duberg and Wilder (11) ,
and their results were later confirmed by Johnston (12) ,
Fujita(13), and Tall(14).
It was found fairly early that an initial curvature
of the column would influence its behavior strongly (10) . The
results arrived at by Lin(15) enunciated the phenomenon well
for inelastic columns, and other investigators confirmed and
(16) . (17 18)
expanded the theory . Duthell ' proposed a mathema-
tically much simpler approach, which led to very satisfactory
results.
Residual stresses were not considered in the
before-mentioned investigations by Lin and Dutheil, although
their existence had been known since the end of the nine-
-7-
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teenth century. osgood(19) and Yang et ale (26) presented
a well~developed theory of column strength where this was
taken into account, and the results had a far-reaching im-
pact on the studies of the column problem. A large number
of investigations on this topic were conducted in the fol-
lowing years, of which the works by Tall(14), Huber and
Beedle(21), and Huber and Ketter(22) give but a brief survey.
The strength of an inelastic column with residual
stresses and initial curvature therefore was regarded as an
exceedingly complex problem, although attempts had been made
to solve it(22). A most practicable approach was developed
by Tall(23), but it was not until a few years later, when
the full impact of the electronic computer era carne into
effect, that the problem could be studied systematically.
Detailed analyses were presented by Fujita(13), Tall(14,23),
and Batterman and Johnston(24), and other investigators
generalized and expanded on the methods involved (25) .
All of these studies were conducted primarily in
order to arrive at a better assessment of the column and its
behavior, but often also with a view towards developing rules
for practical design purposes. These rules usually were ex-
pressed in the form of a column curve, relating strength and
column length in some fashion. It is an amazing fact that
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some of the earliest column design curves, notably the ones
developed by Tredgold(1822) (10), Rankine-Gordon (10) ,
Tetmajer(26) , and Johnson (27) , compare very well with con-
siderably more recent curves. Some of the presently employed
specifications in various countries are still based on the
~arly developments, but most of them have utilized more
mooern approaches (28) • In the united States an equation pro-
posed by Bleich(9) later was modified by the Column Research
councii(28) , and has since formed the basis for the present
and previous versions of the column design rules of the AISC
specification(29) .
1.2 Structural Safety and the variation of Column Strength
The uncontrollable, random variation of the
parameters influencing the strength of a column, and hence
the variation of the strength itself, is inseparably tried
to the question of the safety of the structure of which the
column is a part. The importance of the variability was re-
cognized fairly early, but the manner in which it was ac-
counted for may only be classified as somewhat arbitrary.
Similar statements may be made about the loadings incorpo-
rated in the analyses of structures. Together, load and
strength form a structural entity, and the method of hand-
-9-
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ling of the two components has a major influence upon the
final outcome, of which economy plays an important role.
A rational treatment of a problem involving
random variables can only be accomplished by the employment
of the principles of probability theory and mathematical
statistics. This was realized long ago in engineering sci-
ences such as electronics and applied physics, and thus the
concepts of reliability and a reliability theory evolved.
The essential aspect of all of these disciplines lies in the
recognition of the fact that a failure of the system consi-
dered, be it a structure or an assembly of electronic compo-
nents, never can be ruled out as an impossible event. It
may, however, be asserted that the probability of this event
become as small as desired, and there is no reason why this
probability should not be assigned different values for dif-
ferent types of structures or structural elements. The
final result will be uniform and consistent factors of safety
that are based on sound scientific principles.
~t was not until well into the twentieth century
that the questions of structural safety, loading, and strength
were tied together with the concepts of probability theory
and mathematical statistics. A brief note by prot(30) in
1936 seems to have provided the starting point, and in the
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following years a number of studies on the general nature
of the. problem were made by Freudenthal (31,32) , pugsley(33),
1 k ·· (34) d 1 (35) . 1 . ..Stre ets 1) , an Bas er . A crUC1a 1nvest1gat1on on
the statistical nature of the strength of materials was con-
ducted by weibull(36), and his concepts later were expanded
by several others, notably volkov(37) .
Many of the above mentioned and of the more recent
studies were aimed at jmplementing the probabilistic con-
cepts of risk and safety into the formats of codes and spe-
cifications. Particularly noteworthy are the works of
Cornell(38,39), Ang(40,41), Benjamin(42), and Lind et ale (43)
Haugen(44) and Benjamin and Cornell(45) developed practical
methods for the design of various structural systems and
components, which thus represented another step towards the
implementation of the probabilistic concepts.
A major obstacle in this process of evolution was
and remains the lack of actual data on the variation of the
many relevant characteristics, such as the material and geo-
metric properties of structural steel shapes. Although such
data are not essential to the analyses, and only serve to sub-
stantiate the assumptions and the results; this shortcoming
is rapidly being removed through extensive investigations.
The comprehensive series of tests of centrally loaded
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cOlumns(46,47), carried out in Europe over the past few
years, is a good example of such studies. These tests were
conducted primarily to establish the statistical characte-
ristics of the strength of centrally loaded columns, and
were done in conjunction with detailed theoretical analyses.
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2. ON THE THEORIES OF COLUMN STRENGTH
The controversy about the column problem has
always been rooted in the question of the proper representa-
tion of the strength of all columns. Assuming that the tan-
gent modulus and the reduced modulus theories are well known,
a detailed description of the concepts involved will not be
presented here. One of the basic issues of both of these
approaches lies in the assumption that initially a column
is perfectly straight, which thus provides for its treatment
as an eigenvalue problem (buckling, bifurcation of the equi-
librium) •
Following the recognition that the reduced
modulus load is a purely theoretical quantity, which in
practice never can be attained (upper bound), the lower bound
characteristic of the tangent modulus load has been one of
the reasons for its forming the basis for the column strength
criteria in a number of specifications. Being a safe, yet a
conservative estimate of the strength of a column, this ap-
proach has afforded the concepts on which a rational inelas-
tic column theory can be based.
The principal shortcoming of the tangent modulus
theory lies in the assumption of an initially perfectly
straight member. It does take into account the non-linearity
-13-
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of the column properties, as expressed by the presence of
residual stresses, and for some materials also a non-linear
stress-strain relationship, but it cannot treat imperfec-
tions in the form of out-of-straightness, eccentric applica-
tion of the load, and so on. Imperfections like these are
always present in real columns, as real columns come from
the manufacturer and are installed in the structure; and the
imperfections must be incorporated in a fully realistic ap-
proach. The tangent modulus load is a fair representation
of the strength of a column, as long as the imperfections
are small, but its validity ceases to exist when they attain
any appreciable magnitudes. This may be realized by consi-
dering the curves shown in Fig. 1, which gives a schematic
illustration of the various inelastic column strength con-
cepts.
The shortcomings of the tangent modulus theory
can be alleviated by replacing it with the maximum strength
theory, which essentially means that the bifurcation pheno-
menon will be replaced by a load-deflection approach. The
column thus starts to bend at the onset of loading, and
gradually approaches a limiting state, beyond which the load
must decrease with increasing deflection, in order that
equilibrium between the external and the internal forces is
-14-
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maintained. The differences between the two methods of
approach are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
A large number of factors influence the maximum
strength of a column, and each of them must be duly taken
into aCcount in any analysis that aims at an improvement over
the present conditions. Briefly stated, the important fac-
tors can be summarized as follows:
1. Grade of steel
(a) Stress-strain relationship
(b) Yield stress
2. Manufacturing method (i.e. residual stresses)
(a) Rolled columns
(b) Welded columns
(a) Welded from flame-cut plates
(S) Welded from universal mill plates
with as-rolled edges
3. Size of shape
4. Cross section of column (wide-flange, box,
etc.)
•
5. Bending axis
6. Magnitude and shape of out-of-straightness
-15-
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The first five of these items are the same for all column
strength theories, whether the tangent modulus, the reduced
modulus, or the maximum strength theory is considered. The
out-of-straightness is unique for the maximum strength ap-
proach, however, and plays a very important role for a cer-
tain range of slenderness ratios(13,14,24).
The yield stress is the most significant factor as
far as the grade of steel is concerned, and a wide variety
of grades is commercially available. The form of the stress-
strain relationship changes as the yield stress increases,
with a resulting loss of the typical yield plateau. This
has an effect that is outlined in more detail in Section
3.3.2. The most important factors for the strength of the
very short columns are the strain-hardening properties of
tpe steel, but this is considered a topic beyond the scope
of this study.
Besides the out-of-straightness, the residual
stresses produced by cooling after rolling, by cold-straight-
ening and by welding, constitute the single most important
factor for the column strength. Being heavily dependent on
the method of manufacture, distinction has to be made between
rolled and welded shapes; and for welded shapes whether the
component plates are universal mill plates with as-rolled
-16-
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edges, or flame-cut plates. The size of the shape and its
component plates also influence the magnitude and distri-
butionof the residual stresses, in particular such that
the stresses exhibit a pronounced variation through the
plate thickness in the heaviest shapes(48,49).
Shape size and method of manufacture have a
certain bearing on the actual yield stress of the full cross
section. Most significant are the effects of welding and
flame-cutting, which produce small areas of very high yield
stress close to welds and to flame-cut edges(50,5l). The
yield streis also decreases as the th~ckness of the steel in-
creases(52,53). In particular the effects of welding and
flame-cutting are important to consider in the evaluation
of column strength.
A large number of structural shapes are available,
but only a limited number of these are used as column sec-
tions. The rolled and welded wide-flange shape and the
welded box-shape constitute by far the ones most widely used
(54)
follows the type of shape.
The real configuration of the initial out-of-
straightness of a column may be very complicated, often ex-
pressed as a crookedness about both axes simultaneously.
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The magnitude of the out-of-straightness is limited by the
specifications, which also give the requirements regarding
the allowable variations of dimensions, weight, and so on,
for structural shapes. Certain assumptions and simplifica-
tions therefore must be made in order to implement the ef-
fects of these imperfections, and the choices made on this
point are discussed further in Section 3.3.2. A detailed
analysis of the effects of all possible structural imperfec-
tions may be regarded as exceedingly difficult.
Recently a few studies of column strength based on
probabilistic concepts have been performed. Common to all
of these is that already known deterministic theories of
column strength have been employed, and a few of the varia-
bles concerned have been treated as random variables. A
more complete discussion and evaluation of these investiga-
tions is given in the part of this dissertation that deals
with a probabilistic evaluation of the maximum column
strength (Chapter 4).
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3. DETERMINISTIC SOLUTIONS OF THE COLUMN
STRENGTH· PROBLEM
3.1 Methods of rrn:plern:entingorReducing 'the variation of
, Column Strength
A variety of deterministic methods aimed at the
implementation of more rational and accurate methods of col-
umn design can be employed. Some of these are related to
the manufacture of the columns, while others are based on
, (55,56). dtheoretlcal developments .. The maln problem connecte
with the manufacture-related approaches lies in the formu1a-
tion of requirements that will duly consider all pertinent
factors, such as the rate of cooling after rolling, which is
a task so complex as to be impossible. Most important among
the theoretically based methods is the one that utilizes
several column strength curves, to each of which related
column categories are assigned. This is denoted the concept
of multiple column curves, and was used in a very simple
form for the first time by the German specification for de-
sign of columns DIN 4114 (1959). It now has been employed
h 'd 'h d d . . (25)to a muc Wl er extent ln met 0 s propose ln Amerlcan
and European(57) developments.
The following chapters outline and discuss
the relative merits of each of the basic approaches men-
tioned above. Specific attention is paid to the mu1ti-
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pIe column curve solution, which is considerably simpler and
easier to put to use than any of the other methods. Strictly
speaking, from the point of view of strength, the best solu-
tion is the one where every type of column could be repre-
sented by its own design curve; that is, for example, one curve
for annealed rolled wide-flange shapes, one for hot-rolled
box-shapes, one for rolled wide-flange sections of high-
strength steel, and so on. This would, however, complicate
the approach so much that the practical advantages might be
lost. The final number of column curves therefore should be
such that an optimum of practicality and rationale can be
attained.
3.2 Solutions Related to the Manufacture of Columns
Under appropriate control, a number of manufac-
turing and post-fabrication operations may be used to enhance
the strength of a column. The most important of these meth-
ods and their effects are discussed below.
1. Flame-cutting of plates for welded built-up shapes
Numerous tests and theoretical investigations have
shown that built-up columns welded from oxygen-cut component
plates exhibit a greater strength than similar columns made
-20-
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from universal mill plates with as-rolled edges(25,50,58).
This is due to the more favorable residual stress distri-
.«V
bution i~ such sections, whereby flame-cut plates have high
v
tensile residual stresses at the edges, and the edges of
, 1 'lIlt ' . ,(48,50,51)unlversa ml p a es are ln compresslon .
2. Use of minimum weld size
(25 48 51) ,It has been shown " that the lnfluence of
welding on the residual stresses in the shape decreases as
the size of the shape increases; that is, the percentage of
the final residual stresses which can be attributed to the
welding process becomes less as the shape becomes larger.
Although it is clearly advantageous to keep the weld size
to a minimum, both for this reason, and the fact that
larger welds may cause significant distortions of th~ shape,
the effects as far as an increase of the column strength is
concerned will be almost insignificant the heavier the
(25 48 51) ,
shape ' , . It wl11, however, playa role for the small
and medium size shapes.
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3. Control of cooling after rolling
. The usual process of cooling after rolling of
shapes and plates takes piace on a cooling bed, which al-
lows the heat stored in the specimens to escape more or
less freely, depending on whether other members are located
in the vicinity. Under no circumstances are planned con-
trols imposed during this stage of the manufacture, and the
rate of cooling will be fairly high. A slower cooling rate
will provide for a more even escape of the heat, with re-
duced residual stresses as a result(59).
There are various means of achieving slower
cooling rates, some of which resemble postheating and an-
nealing (see beiow). It is thus possible to place the
rolled specimens in a temperature-controlled chamber, which
forcibly will reduce the speed of heat emission; or local
heat input may be provided, for instance, along the flange
tips of a rolled wide-flange shape after it has been rolled
and cooled regularly.
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4. Use of preheating or postheating
Both of thes~ meth6ds will alter the residual
stress distribution in plates and shapes, and the result
will be an increased strerigthof the section(50). The ~xtent
of alteration depends greatly on the amount and location of
the heat input used. The heating of the flange tips of a
roJ.led wide-flange shape, mentioned above, is one method of
postheating which seems to possess promising characteristics.
Annealing is a limiting case of postheating, and
is basically a furnace heating and cooling operation that re-
duces the residual stresses to near-zero values. The strength
of annea].ed columns is very significantly higher than that of
(21 25 50)
regularly cooled columns ' , .
5. Use of cold-straightening
Cold-working of the material will also have an
effect on the distribution of the residual stresses. A
roller-straightened (rotorized) shape is continuously
yielded along its length, whereas gagging is a purely loca-
lized process. Both methods alter the initial residual
stress pattern in the shape to one that is more favorable
insofar as buckling is concerned, resulting in a higher col-
. (52)
umn strength . Much work remains, however, to determine
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all the effects and implications of the various straighten-
ing procedures.
Some of the above mentioned ope~ations, like
oxygen-cutting, result in improved column peiformance, but
cannot be controlled sufficiently to guarantee a particular
strength. Cold-straightening, in all likelihood, can be so
controlled that a predetermined strength can be achieved,
but this is a topic open for additional research.
Tests of actual columns may be considered as a
possible basis for the establishment of design criteria.
Economy and the strength of the heavier columns limit the
usefulness of tests, however, since it must be regarded as
impossible to be able to cover all variables in a proper
fashion.
3.3 The MUltiple Column Curve Approach
The manufacture-related techniques of enhancing
the strength of columns, described above, have been shown to
provide a much too complex approach to the solution of the
problem at hand. The theoretically based methods, in parti-
cular the multiple column curve procedure, thus provide more
practicable means of studying the variation of the column
strength. The following sections outline the basic ideas
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of the concept of multiple column curves, and describe and
analyze the results of an extensive investigation of the
maximum strength of steel columns. The outcome of the study
is used to develop a set of column curves that will represent
. the strength of all columns in a rational fashion, previously
not attainable.
3.3.1 The Concept of Multiple Column Curves
A striking illustration of the variation of the
strength of a number of different column types is given by
Fig. 2, which shows the test results for approximately 100
columns. The differences in column strengths are caused by
differences in column shape, steel grade, size, manufactur-
ing method, and so on, but each test point can be predicted
within an accuracy of +5 percent. It is clear that the use
of a single column curve would significantly over- or under-
estimate the strength of many columns.
The essence of the multiple column curve concept
therefore ~ies in the fact that no one column curve can re-
present the strength of all types of columns rationally and
adequately. By introducing several curves, to each of which
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columns of related behavior and strength are assigned, the
difference between the assessed and the actual column
strength will not be completely eliminated, but rather re-
duced to an acceptable level. This idea is illustrated by
Fig. 3, from which it may be seen that the variation of the
strength of the column types assigned to, for instance, the
lower of the three curves, is sUbstantially smaller than the
variation of the strength of all columns together. Whereas
an increase of complexity will be the result of utilizing
several column curves, significant gains may be expected in
terms of accuracy and economy. The best solution will be the
one where an optimum of complexity and gains has been achieved.
The implementation of the multiple column curve con-
cept in a deterministic image presents numerous problems, of
which the evaluation of a sufficient number of data by far
outweighs all the others. This is mainly due to the large
number of factors that influence the strength of a column,
which require that in order to have a representative sample
of results, all possible combinations of the variables should
be considered. Although highly desirable, the use of actual
(measured) values of the column strength parameters may
severely limit the amount of strength data that can be ob-
tained. Theoretical values, for example, of the residual
stresses in a shape, can be used, but this may impair the
-26-
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quality of the results. In the deterministic investigation
that is described in the subsequent parts of this chapter,
real magnitudes of the column strength parameters have been
employed, and it is believed that a fairly good representa-
tion of practical conditions has been achieved. In the
European study of the same problem(57), for example, purely
theoretical data form the basis for the computations; and
an extensive series of tests was undertaken in order to sub-
stantiate the findings(46,47).
The study that will be described here has been
based on the maximum column strength concept. Prior to this,
a similar investigation based on tangent modulus loads had
been conducted, in order to study the rationale and possi-
bilities of utilizing multiple column curves in the design
of columns (25,60,61). This aim was basically fulfill.ed, and
Fig. 4 shows the possible multiple column curves that consti-
tuted the essence of the work. This investigation is not
described here, but it may be noted that one of the three
curves shown in Fig. 4 is the same as the present CRC Curve.
3.3.2 An Investigation Based on Maximum Column Strengths
The study of tangent modulus loads, mentioned
above, was based on data already available in various re-
-27-
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ports and publications. A literature search revealed that
similar information on the maximum strength of columns was
practically non-existent, except for a few, basically idea-
I 'd' ,. (13,14,24,58,62) dd't'lze , lnvestlgatlons . In a 1 lon, some
of these studies only dealt with the maximum strength of
initially perfectly straight columns, whereby the very im-
portant influence of the out-of-straightness was omitted
from consideration.
The main problem connected with the initiation of
the present investigation consisted of obtaining experimental
results for the residual stress distributions, yield stresses
and cross-sectional properties of a representative variety of
shapes in different steel grades. An extensive search for
such data was carried out, and the information thus obtained
was used as input data for a maximum strength computer pro-
gram that had been developed.
The following factors were included in the study:
1. Gra0e of steel (yield stress): ASTM A7, A36,
A242, A44l, A572 (50), A572(65), and A5l4 (60) •
2. Manufacturing method: Rolled wide-flange
columns (W), welded wide-flange (H) and box-
columns, manufactured from flame-cut and uni-
versal mill plates.
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3. 8ize of shape: Light and heavy. (A shape
is defined as light if the thickness of all
component plates is less than one inch;
otherwise it is heavy) (54).
4. ' Crossse'ction 'of 'column: Wide-flange and
box (cf. item 2).
5. Bending 'axis: TWO, as appropriate (major
and minor) .
6. Out-of-straightness: Four values were
chosen, namely, L/500, L/lOOO, L/1500, and
L/2000, where L is the length of the column.
For simplicity the shape of the out-of-
straightness was assumed to be that of half
sine-wave, with the maximum value occurring
at the mid-height of the column.
By comparing the above with the list of parameters given in
Chapter 2 (page 15), it will be seen that some factors
have been omitted, and that for others, specific but repre-
sentative choices have been made. The reasons for the omis-
sions and the choices are outlined later in this chapter. In
particular, the magnitude L/lOOO chosen as one of the values
of the initial out-of-straightness, conforms with the straight-
-29-
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ness-requirements of the specifications for the delivery of
1 ·1· . (63)structura stee shapes .
Tables 1 through 3 give the data for all the
columns included in the investigation. Fifty-six different
combinations of shape, steel grade, and so on, are repre-
sentedj and with two column curves for each shape (one for
the major and another for the minor axis bending), a total
of 112 maximum strength column curves has been generated. It
may be noted that this number by no means exhausts all the
possible combinations of shape and steel grade. Shape/steel
grade combinations for which column curves are not available
are limitations that have been imposed due to the lack of
data for residual stress distributions, since actually mea-
sured residual stresses were used. The 112 maximum strength
curves do, however, constitute a representative variety of
column shapes and steel grades, and provide material suffi-
ciently reliable for the establishment of preliminary multi-
pIe column curves.
The complexity of the maximum strength problem
leaves no formula by which to predict the magnitude of this
load, as opposed to the somewhat simpler tangent modulus and
reduced modulus approaches. The most practicable solution
makes use of a digital electronic computer, and a computer
program named MAXLD2 was developed for this purpose. Essen-
-30-
HAXLD, which formed the basis for HAXLD2, but is of a less
spectively.
\
~
(3)
(2)
(1)P = P, tln
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Considering Fig. 5, it may be seen that the total
The deterministic principle for the computation of
general and versatile nature, may be found in Ref. 64.
line of the method i~ given below. A listing of the program
and
equations are thus:
the maximum strength of a centrally loaded column subjected
deflection 6 consists of three parts, namely:
load P,whichfor the given deflection 0 at the column mid-
~ially the program is based on the same theoretical approach
d . l' d' (13,14,23,24,58) and an out-as that use ln ear ler stu les ,
nal and the internal forces and moments. The equilibrium
to in-plane bending basically consists of finding the axial
height provides for a state of equilibrium between the exter-
where P, t and H, t are the internal force and moment, re-ln ln
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at any stage ~f loading may be expressed non-dimensionally as:
where e is the initial out-of-straightness, .vp the deflection
due to the applied load (P), and 6 the ~dceritricity of the
applied load.
(4a)for Icr, 1< cr ,]. y].
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is less than the yield stress of the ele-cr. ,].
£r' = cr ,IE, where cr . is the residual]. r]. r].
stress in the element, and E the modulus
of elasticity
cross section
stub column test.
for the cross section, as obtained in a
the bending axis considered (major or minor)
£p ::::: axial strain in element i due to load P
e = curvature of column due to deflection v p
~. ::::: distance from the centroid of element i to].
£ . - residual strain in element i,. given by
r].
Equation (4a) is valid for the case when the
cr,,£. = stress and strain in element i in the]. ].
cr,£ = overall (average) yield stress and strainy y
.Thetotal stress in an element in the cross section
cr i .£ . £ri]. +::::: - ::::: --
cry £ £yY
element stress,
where
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deflected shapes of the column may be described by a half
where the coordinate x is measured along the length of the
--.... _.
(4a)
(6)
(5)
(4b)
(4c)
if (). > 0" •
~ y~
/
• ITX
V = e·s~n­L
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Assuming that the initial and all subsequent
column; the column curvature at mid-height is found from
height (x = L/2) becomes:
Differentiating (5) accordingly, the curvature at mid-
sine-wave, thus:
ment,_ O"yi. If the element yield stress is exceeded,. Eq.
must bere~iaced by th~ relations
and
compression, respectively, of element i.
Equation~ (4b) and (4c) reflect the yielding in tension and
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since only the deflection created by the applied load is
relevant.
where A is the total area of the cross section, A. the area
1
of element i, n the number of elemen-ts in the cross section,
and P = A·a is the yield load of the cross section.y . y
(8)
(7). vp
1 n
A r a.A.··a. 1 1Y 1=1
Pint
=~
Force:(a)
the relationships:
The column's load-deflection curve is obtained by
incrementing the deflection v, and finding the corresponding
equilibrium load P. For every value of v, the magnitude of
P that satisfies the equilibrium condition is found through
an iteration procedure. This is accomplished by assuming
values of the axial strain Ep ' and computing the correspond-
ing axial loads such that internal and external force and
moment equilibrium is reached. Hence, vli th an assumed value
of E , all factors in Eq. (4a) are known, and the internalp /
force and moment in the cross section can be calculated from
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If (12) is not satisfied, a new value of the axial strain
f),p represents the amount of out-of-equilibrium of the axial
(12)
(11)
~
"-\
(10)
a. ~.A.
~ ~ ~
Mint
= -6-
1 n
A.a L:
y i=l
P. t~n
·I1P .f),p
_. < ( )
P P miny y
f),P Pint Mint ~ 0p = -P- - P ·6
Y Y Y
Having found the internal force and moment
Moment:
the inequality
(b)
E: p is chosen, and the iteration process carried out until
the sufficient accuracy is ob~ained.
force P that corresponds to the assumed axial strain. Abso-
lute equality in Eq. (11) is practically impossible to at-
tain, and therefore an accuracy requirement is imposed by
according to Eqs.(8) and (9), the state of equilibrium can
be investigated by using (from (1) and (2)) the expression
from which is established:
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The procedure described leads to the determination
of theload~deflectioncurve for the column, .and the highest
load obtained constitutes the maximum strength of the column.
The following assumptions were made in the analysis:
1 . . The material exhibits an idealized linearly
elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain relationship in
every fiber of the cross section.
2. The initial and all subsequent deflected shapes
of the column can be described by a half sine-wave.
3. The residual stresses are uniform through the
~
thickness, and constant along the length of the column. ~
4. Sections that are originally plane remain so
for the range of deflections considered.
5. Yielded fibers unload elastically.
6. The yield stress may vary across the width
of the column, but is assumed to be constant through the
thickness of the component plates, and along the length of
the column.
7. Only stresses and strains at the mid-height
cross section of the column are considered.
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The effects of using an elastic-plastic stress-
strain relationship depend on the type of steel considered,
and may be schematically illustrated as shown in Fig. 6.
The discrepancy between the real and the assumed stress-
strain curve for the mild structural steel shown in Fig. 6a,
is very small for strains less than Est' the strain-hardening
value. The principal implication of the assumption therefore
will be the neglecting of any strain-hardening, which proba-
bly will result in a slightly lower maximum strength for very
short columns. For medium-length and long columns it is be-
lieved that the strain-hardening will have no significant
effect.
---~
For a column made of high-strength steel, the
effects outlined above will be more pronounced. This may be
conceived by regarding Fig. 6b, which compares the real and
the assumed stress-strain relationships for a steel of this
type. The theoretical maximum strength will be underesti-
mated to an extent that depends on how the yield strength·
for the material is defined.
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The assumption of a column that maintains the
configuratiOn of its deflected shape presents several advan-
tages to the numerical solution; although strictly speaking,
it is not correct. The proper ~pproach is to determine the
actual shape iteratively at each increment of load, but pre-
vious investigations(24) have indicated that this method of
solution gives maximum strengths only very slightly higher
than the simplified approach. The method utilized is there-
fore somewhat conservative, although the difference is so
small as to be considered negligible. Its main computational
advantage lies in the ease with which the curvature of the
column is found (cf. Eq. (7)), which is needed when stresses
and strains at a section are computed.
A sinu~oidal initialout-of-straightness presents
a fair assumption, but any second- or higher-order curve with
continuous derivatives, being symmetric about the middle,
and with the maximum deflection appearing there, may be used
for the present method of analysis. The real shape of the
initial crookedness, however, may be very different, as
f d · ... (2 5 ) d' I d I'oun 1n numerous 1nvest1gat10ns . A eta1 e ana YS1S
of columns eXhibiting arbitrary initial deflections is not
possible with the approach utilized for the computer program
MAXLD2, since stresses and strains are considered only at
the mid-height of the column. It could be accomplished by
-38-
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It has been shown, however, that for shapes
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making use of a finite element technique, whereby the column
is divided into a number of elements along the length and
throughout the cross section. The initial boundary condi-
tions then easily can be taken-into account. It is not pos-
sible to give a full outline of the effects of the assumed
versus the real out-of-straightness at this stage.
It is a good approximation to assume that the
residual stresses are constant along the length of the
column, although some variation has been detected in a few
studies (21,65) . The variation appears to be completely ran-
dom, and thus cannot be accounted for in a deterministic
study such as the present one. It therefore would serve no
purpose to make the extensive and costly measurements that
would be needed. Thus, the input data for the computer pro-
gram are the residual stresses measured in one cross section
of one specimen.
More important is the effect of assuming constant
residual stress through the thickness of the component plates
of a column. The assumption is satisfactory for thick-
nesses below approximately one inch, but the variation be-
comes increasingly pronounced as the thickness increases(48,
49,50,51)
where the plates are about 2 inches thick, the difference
in the two tangent modulus loads thus obtained is less than
-39-
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2 percent(50), with the load based on unifurm residual
stresses the higher of. the two. The difference may be lar-
ger in other cases, and for certain slenderness ratios.
other investigations(24) have indicated that the residual
stress does not playas important a part for the maximum
strength of a column, as it does for the tangent modulus load.
This is substantiated by the results of the present and pre-
, d' (25,56,61) 'd' t' "f' tIllV10US stu les , ln lca lng slgnl lcan y sma er
differences between maximum strengths than between tangent
modulus loads. The reason for this is to be found in the
presence of the initial out-of-straightness. It therefore
is expected that only if the thickness increases to values
in the range of 5 to 6 inches or larger may the discrepancy
be of some significance.
/
i
The validity of the Navier-Bernoulli hypothesis, (
namely, that plane sections remain plane, may be questionable
for the very short columns, but will hold true for the medium-
long and the long columns. Due to this assumption, for very
short columns the predicted maximum strength probably will
be lower than the correct one. A comparison between experi-
ment and theory, to be given later in this chapter, shows
that this may be true.
It is of great importance that the computer program
used is able to handle shapes with a yield stress that
-40-
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varies throughout the cross section, particularly for welded,
built-up shapes. It is a well-known fact that the material
in and adjacent to the welds exhibit significantly higher
yield stress than the base metal; and if the flanges of a
wide-flange shape are made from flame-cut plates, the flame-
cut edge~ also possess this property(50,5l,58). The strength
of hybrid columns, that is, columns where the component
plates are of different steel grades, can therefore also be
found with this program. The results will be more accurate
than those based on an average yield stress, unless this
quantity has been derived from stub-column test results.
Most studies of the inelastic response of struc-
tures and structural elements make use of the assumption that
already yielded fibers unload elastically. The concept holds
well for most structural metals. The variation of the yield
strength along the length and through the thickness of the
component plates of a column is of a random nature, similar
to that described above for the residual stresses. It can-
not be taken into account in the deterministic study that is
conducted here, but it also presents a problem of almost
insurmountable difficulty to a probabilistic method of so-
lution.
-41-
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The present version of the computer program can
only accept major and minor axis bending of wide-flange and
box-shapes. Sections with different geometric configura-
tion can only be treated after relatively extensive altera-
tions and additions have been made to the program. However,
a survey on the utilization and manufacture of heavy columns
has indeed indicated that box- and wide-flange shapes are
used much more than any other types (54) .
3.3.3 A Discussion of the Results of the Maximum Strength
Investigation
A relatively brief description of the overall re-
sults of the maximum strength investigation is presented
in this section; together with several comparisons of the
maximum strengths predicted by the computer program and those
obtained in column tests. A detailed analysis of the re-
sults, with special reference to the development of deter-
ministic multiple column curves, is given in Section 3.3.4.
A good lndication of the quality of the theoretical
results, and thus of the validity of the assumptions and sim-
plifications made, can be obtained by comparing them with
some available column test data. Previous studies at Lehigh
University have provided an abundance of such information,
and a representative sample of test results was extracted from
some of the papers listed in the bibliography of Ref. 25.
-42-
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1.05. This indicates a difference between test and theory
strength parameters. It is believed that the choices made
I
!
~.!
(13)a =
The weighted average of a, based on the number of
Tables 4 through 6 give the specific details for
It may be seen that, except for two or three
between the theoretical and the experimental maximum strength
by S,
the values of the ratio
Similarly, denoting the absolute value of the difference
data in each of the Tables 4 through 6, is equal to 0.97.
provide such an opportunity. Included in the tables are also
the columns that were used for the comparisons. The columns
(rolled and welded), cross section (wide-fl~nge and box), size
(light and heavy), and steel grade, in order to analyze the
of + 5 percent, which is in agreement with previous findings
cases, where the reliability of the test result is somewhat
performance of the computer program for a variety of column
questionable, the value of a lies primarily between 0.95 and
have been separated with regard to manufacturing method
where P is the maximum strength, and P the yield load;
max y
which illustrates the deviation between theory and experiment.
(58)
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the weighted average of this quantity is equal to + 0.05.
This confirms the previous statement, namely, that the pre-
dicted strength usually compares with the experimental one
to an accuracy of + 5 percent.
The data available do not provide sufficient
information to allow a separation of the effects of the var-
ious assumptions made. There are indications, however, that,
for example, for short columns the theory seems to give loads
slightly lower than do the tests. The differences are not
more pronounced for columns of the hig'her strength steels,
than they are for columns of mild steel; nor does the method
of manufacture seem to have any bearing on the results. These
statements are true for all column lengths.
The reason that some tests results do not give
the impression of being fully reliable, may be attributed to
the influence of factors such as errors in alignment, small
amounts of end restraint, cold-straightening of the column,
and factors of this kind. For example, only a minor form
of end restraint will lead to a significantly higher column
strength than what would have been obtained for a real
pinned-end column.
-44-
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where r is the radius of gyration for the bending axis in
question, and all the other quantities have been defined pre-
viously. The non-dimensional reDn:~sentr:ttion is used to allow
a direct comparison of the performance of the different
shapes and steel grades.
Figure 7 shows the band of all the 112 maximum
strength column curves that have been developed, using an
initial out-of-straightness of ,L/IOOO. The diagram is of
the usual non-dimensional form for column curves, with
P IP - values plotted as the ordinate, and the non-dimen-max y . .
sionalized slenderness ratio ~ as the abscissa. ~ is given
\
\
'"
/
(15 )~=!.~!:
1T E r
Only the upper and lower envelope curves for the
band are indicated in Fig. 7, since the number and the den-
sity of the curves between these two limits prevent a meaning-
ful illustration of each separate curve. The width of the
band is largest for the intermediate slenderness ratios, and
tapers off towards the ends. For low slenderness ratios the
variation of the maximum strength is influenced more by the
variation of the yield stress than any other factor; that
is, the differences in yield stress obtained in tension
by the expression
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tests from the same material account for the variation of
the maximum strength. An analysis of the frequency distri-
bution of the maximum strength for various slenderness ratios
shows that the maximum strength exhibits less kurtosis
(= peakedness of frequency distribution) for A = 0.3 than
. (25 66)do the tenslon test results ' , but the general tendency
prevails. The frequency distribution exhibits increasing
kurtosis and skewness (= departure from a syrnrnetic distribu-
tion) with an increasing slenderness ratio. Figures 8a
through 8c show the frequency distribution histograms for
the maximum strength for three typical A-values.
The increasing kurtosis and skewness are indica-
tions to the effect that for high slenderness ratios, fac-
tors such as the residual stress and the yield stress have
a decreasing influence. In fact, the maximum strength of a
very long column will approach the Euler, or elastic, buckling
load. This is also due to the diminishing effect of the
initial out-of-straightness on such columns. It is substan-
tiated by the curves in Fig. 7, which approach the Euler
curve as A increases. Other investigations have given
similar results (24)
The band of column curves shown in Fig. 7 was
analyzed statistically throughout the range of slenderness
ratios, and Fig. 9 illustrates the results of the statistical
-46-
For comparative purposes, column curve bands,
similar to the one shown in Fig. 7, were developed by using
initial out-of-straightness L/500 and L/2000. The three
-47-
Included in the figure are also the curves for the
2 1/2- and the 97 1/2-percentiles, between which 95 percent
of the 112 column curves are located. These percentiles have
been used instead of the more commonly known quantities
computations~ The most important information in Fig.
9 is given by the arithmetic mean curve, which shows the
gradual shifting of the mean; from being closer to the lower
envelope curve at low A-values, to being located in the vici-
.nity of the upper envelope curve at high A-values.
\~,
where M is the arithmetic mean and s the standard deviation.
The two expressions above give similar bounds, but are based
on a normal (Gaussian) frequency distribution. The distri-
bution of the maximum strength does not possess the Gaussian
characteristics, as evidenced by the histograms in Fig. 8,
and analyses of the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis
show that they are never equal to 0.0 and 3.0, respectively.
These are ~he magnitudes associated with a normal distribu-
tion.
M + 2·sandM - 2·s
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bands are compared in Fig. 10, and it may be seen that
there is a significantly larger distance between the curves
pertaining to the out-of-straightness L/500 and L/IOOO than
there is between the curves corresponding to the values
L/IOOO and L/2000. The column curves for different e/L-
values, where e is the initial crookedness, for each of the
columns included in the study, exhibit the same tendencies.
Only a comparatively small amount of strength therefore is
, gained by reducing the initial crookedness from L/IOOO to
L/2000.
A further comparison of the three column curve
bands is given by Figs. 11 and 12. Figure 11 illustrates ~
''''----
the frequency distribution curves of the maximum strength for
the slenderness ratio \ = 1.5 (as an example), and Fig. 12
shows the relationship between the coefficient of variation
and \. It is found that the maximum strength clusters more
and more around certain values as the slenderness ratio in-
creases, and also that this tendency is more pronounced, the
smaller the magnitude of the initial out-of-straightness(25).
The standard deviation and the coefficient of
variation exhibit similar patterns of variation, namely,
pronounced maxima for the intermediate slenderness ratios.
The maximum standard deviation occurs in the range of
A = 0.8 to 0.9(25) I whereas the coefficient of variation
-48-
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3.3.4 Development of Deterministic Multiple Column Curves
reaches its highest level for A = 1.0 to 1.1. The reason
for this difference is that the coefficient of variation, V,
is a function of the arithmetic mean,thus:
Figure 12 also shows that the dispersion of the maximum
column strength is largest for columns with a large initial
crookedness, for the lowest and highest slenderness ratios.
The converse is true for the intermediate A-values. These
results emphasize the previous findings with regard to the
column strength band widths.
(16)(in percent). s'V = - . 100M
\
'.
A general description of the overall results of
the investigation was given in the preceding section, but a
detailed discussion of the influence of the various parame-
ters and the separate and joint effects on the maximum
strength was not presented. The aim of this section is to
provide an analysis of the available data with the specific
purpose of preparing the multiple column strength curves,
and to present the resulting set of curves.
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The results are analyzed with respect to all of the
column strength parameters considered in the study, with the
exception of the bending axis and the initial out-of-straight-
ness. The bending axis has been excluded as a factor, due to
the desire to keep the major and minor axis column curves
within the same column strength category; that is, that they
belong to one and the same of the mUltiple column curves. It
will be seen that this has been achieved for almost all the
column types included. The omission of the out-of-straight-
ness is a result of the choice of a particular value as the
basis for the multiple column curves, namely, the value
elL = 1/1000.
Figure 13 shows the column curve band for the 22
curves (11 shapes) for rolled wide-flange columns in steel
grades ASTM A7 and A36. The full band occupies a somewhat
wide range of P /p -values in the middle and lower pbr~ions
max y
of the 112-curve band (see Fig. 7). A detailed analysis (25)
shows that heavy rolled wide-flange columns tend to be rela-
tively weaker than their light counterparts, except when
cold-straightening has been applied. This also has been
found in other investigations(49). The width of the band
for the light rolled A7/A36-shapes,together with the other
data, indicates that the light shapes may be located in a
middle (of three) column curve category, whereas heavy
-50-
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shapes seem to belong to the lowest located group. Figure 14
similarly shows that light rolled A242-columns may be as-
signed either to the upper or to the middle category. The
width and the location of the band of curves for the shapes
of A5l4-steel, shown in Fig. 15, are a clear indication that
columns of the highest strength steels belong to the upper
category. There is no significant difference between the
curves for heavy and light A5l4-columns. This shows, for
example, that the residual stresses have a relatively small
influence on the load-carrying capacity of columns of high-
strength steel, and this is further evidenced by the loca-
tion of the band of curves.
The analysis of the data for welded wide-flange
columns is considerably more complicated than that for the
rolled shapes, since several additional column strength pa~,
~
--
rameters must be taken into account. The results of the
analyses of the data for these columns are given in Figs.
16 through 26.
Figure 16 illustrates the band of 34 column curves,
pertinent to welded wide-flange columns of steel grades A7
and A36. A relatively large variation of the strength pre-
vails, and the lower envelope curve closely follows the
corresponding curve for the band of 112 column curves (Fig. 7).
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The effect of the size of the shape is analyzed
in Figs. 17 and 18. Figure 17 compares the strengths of
heavy and light columns made of flame-cut plates, and Fig.
18 gives the same information for' columns of universal mill
plates. It is evident that the size of the shape is not im-
portant, since the column curve bands for the heavy and the
light shapes practically overlap each other completely.
Only for the universal mill columns does a small difference
Figures 19 and 20 separate the column curves of
Fig. 16 with respect to the method of manufacture. It will
be noted that both heavy and light universal mill columns are
clearly weaker than their flame-cut counterparts. This con-
.'.....,.
. th th 1 t f h' .. ( 14 , 50 , 5 8) ' ............curs Wl e resu soot er lnvestlgatlons . It
has been found(25) that the type of weld that is used at· the
flange-web junction has no influence on the strength of
flame-cut shapes, except that groove-welded columns are
very slightly weaker than fillet-welded columns for low
slenderness ratios. The difference is more pronounced for
universal mill columns, for which the groove welded sections
are weaker for all slenderness ratios.
These analyses indicate that both heavy and light
welded flame-cut columns of A7 and A36 steel may be as-
-52-
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signed to the middle column strength category. Universal
mill columns, on the other hand, may preferably be located
in the lowest of the three categories. There is no reason
to distinguish between sections welded with fillet-welds and
'sections welded with groove-welds at the flange-web junction.
The band of column strength curves for welded
wide-flange shapes of steel grade A441 is shown in Fig. 21,
and may be of limited usefulness, since only heavy shapes
are represented in the band of 8 curves. However, the trend
exhibited by the curves seems to indicate that columns of
this type may be assigned to the middle column strength cate-
gory. A study of the effect of different types flange-web
welds gives results analogous to those for columns of A7 and
A36 steel, although the effect is less pronounced for the
universal mill shapes of A441 steel(25). The type of flange-
,
web weld therefore does not require any special considera-
tions. _f
The 4 available column curves for welded wide-flange
shapes of steel grade A572 (50), illustrated in Fig. 22, also
yield only a limited amount of information. The characteris-
tics of this steel are somewhat similar to those of A441,
however, and the location of the column curve band is very
much the same. It therefore may be deduced that welded
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wide-flange columns of A572 (50) steel naturally fall into
the middle column strength category.
Figure 23 shows the column curve band for welded
wide-flange columns of A514-steel. The band is located re-
latively close to the upper envelope curve for the 112-curve
band (see Fig. 7), but the width is somewhat larger than
that for the rolled and heat-treated A514-shapes (see Fig.
IS), and the band runs somewhat lower. It is found that
some welded A514-columns may be assigned to the upper column
strength category, and others to the middle one. The larger
variation of the strength as compared to the rolled shapes,
is probably caused by factors such as the welding and the
flame-cutting.
The results obtained for the available hybrid
welded wide-flange shapes are presented in Fig. 24. Note
that two column curve bands are shown, rather than the usual
one, in order to distinguish between hybrid shapes with A514-
flanges and with A441-flanges. Although a total of only 8
~,
column curves are available, the differences between the two
major types of columns are highly pronounced. Welded hybrid
H-shapes with flame-cut A514-flanges therefore may be as-
signed to the upper column strength category, and those with
flame-cut and universal mill A441-flanges to the middle
category.
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Figures 25 and 26 provide the analysis of the
column strength curves for the welded box-shapes included
in the study. The column curve bands for heavy and light
box-shapes of A7 and A36 steel, shown in Fig. 25,illustrat~
that the heavy shapes are relatively stronger than the light
ones for a large range of slenderness ratios. This result is
in agreement with previous findings (64) . The general trend
of the curves shows that welded box-shapes of A7 and A36
steel may be placed in the middle column strength category.
The data for welded A514 box-shapes are limited,
but nevertheless do illustrate a tendency similar to that of
the rolled and welded wide-flange sections of the same ma-
terial. Figure 26 thus indicates that box coiumns of A514
steel may be assigned to the upper column s~rength category.
For each of the set of data on the various types
of columns, a decision thus has been made as to which column
strength category the column best fits into. The final
grouping of the maximum strength column curves therefore can
be performed, and Tables 7 through 9 contain the data for the
column types that have been assigned to each of the three
column strength categories.
It may be seen that category I (Table 7) contains
columns of high-strength steels, in addition to hybrid wide-
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flange shapes withA514-flanges. Also included in this
category are stress-relieved sections of all steel grades,
regardless of manufacturing method, shape, size, and bending
axis. The commonly used· methods of stress-relief (anneal-
. ing) remove practically all cooling and welding residual
(50,52,66) . .
stresses ,whJ.ch thus account for the J.ncreased
$trength. It is believed that further investigations on the
influence of cold-straightening will show that many columns
that are straightened this way also may be assigned to cate-
gory 1. This is substantiated by the results of previous
studies (52) , but may not hold true for the heaviest shapes.
Column strength category 2 (Table 8) contains the
largest number and the greatest variety of shapes, steel
grades, manufacturing methods, and so on. This is as ex-
pected, since category 2 occupies a band of column curves
that is centrally located in the 112-curve band (Fig. 7).
It may be noted that the minor (weak) axis bending cases
for some of the columns of high-strength steels are located
in this category, whereas the major (strong) axis bending
cases belor.g to the category above. Otherwise, all of the
other columns are represented by both bending axes.
At this stage, relatively few column types have
been assigned to column strength category 3. Only two
steel grades are represented, namely, ASTM A7 and A36i and
-56-
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heavy rolled, heavy welded, and light welded wide-flange
universal mill shapes are included. The small number of
curves, and their somewhat large scatter, is the reason for
some of the adjustments that are made for the initially
evaluated curve 3.
The column curve bands for the three categories,
together with some statistically evaluated curves, are shown
in Fig. 27 through 29. Numerical values of the most impor-
tant statistical properties of the three bands are given in
Tables 10 through 12. The most notable feature for all cate-
gories is the fact that the arithmetic mean and the median
are practically equal for all slenderness ratios. The coef-
ficients of variation for categories 1 and 2 are significantly
smaller than those of the 112-curve band (25), whereas cate-
gory 3 exhibits a comparable scatter. The distribution of
column strength within each category is not normal, and the
use of mean plus or minus two standard deviations to define
the 95 percent confidence intervals therefore will not be
appropriate.
The arithmetic mean curve~ for the three bands
form the initial choice of the possible multiple column
curves. These curves are also shown in Figs. 27 thr?ugh 29,
and Fig. 30 illustrates the three curves drawn in the same
-57-
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diagram. This is denoted Alternative 1 of the multiple
column curves.
The locations of the curves of Alternative 1 with
respect to each other are somewhat unreasonable; in particu-
lar, Curves 2 and 3 are placed too closely together. Based
on a presumed lowering of Curve 3 by the introduction of more
column curves into this category, which is an assumption par-
tially substantiated by the statistics presented by Fig. 29,
Alternative 2 of the mUltiple column curves has been developed.
The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 31, and by a comparison
with those of Alternative 1, it will be seen that Curve 3 has
been lowered slightly for all slenderness ratios, and that
Curve 2 is slightly higher for low A-values, and slightly
lower for high A-values. The location of Curve 1 has not
been altered. The imposed changes are not severe, however,
such that the curves of Alternative 2 do not deviate much
from the arithmetic mean curves of the three bands.
The mathematical expressions representing the
curves of Alternative 2 are not developed here. Such rela-
tionships are given for the set of multiple column curves
presented in Fig. 32, which provide a simplified solution,
and from a practical standpoint, one that is easier to use.
These curves, by originating at the point where P Ip = 1.0
max y
and A = 0.15, do take into account the strength-raising effects
-58-
sions arrived at are as follows:
(17)
for 1.8<A < 2.8 (18c)
for 1.2 <A < 1.8 (18b)
for O.15<A< 1.2 (18a)
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(P IP )~O.99+0.122.A-O.38·A2
max y .
The simplified Curves 1 and 2 may, for a large
The calculations leading to the determination of
the column curve equations are not shown here. The expres-
column buckling occurs ..
not be zero; and ml and m2 are exponents, whose values deter-
mine the shape of the curve.
of strain-hardening for short columns, where rio overall
Curve 1
where a, b, and c are constant coefficients that mayor may
range of slenderness ratios be represented by parabolas, and
Curve 3 by a straight line. From certain A-values on, all
. three curves have the shape of pyperbolas. In general, the
relationships can all be expressed by the formula
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Curve 3
(Pmax/Py)=0.012+0.S3S.A-2 for 2.0<A < 3.6 (19c)
(P IP) =A-2 (=Euler Curve) forA> 3.6 (19d)
max y
( 21)
(lSd)
fora < A < 0.15
for O.lS<A < O.S (20a)
for 2.2<A < 5.0 (20c)
for A. > 5.0 (20d)
for O.lS<A. < 1.0 (19a)
for A > 2.S
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(P IP )=A- 2 (=Euler Curve)
max y
(P IP) =1. a
max y .
(P Ip )=-0.12S+0.69S·A- I -O.097·A- 2 for O.S<A < 2.2 (20b)
max y
(P IP )=A- 2 (=Euler Curve)
max y. .
(p Ip )=-O.111+0.62.A- l +0.091·A- 2 for 1.0<A < 2.0 (19b)
max y
(P Ip )=0.009+0.767·A- 2
max y
(P IP }=1.03S-0.204·A-O.232·A 2m~ y . . .
For all three curve$
Curve 2
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Note that all three curves coincide with the Euler-curve for
elastic buckling from different A-values on (Eqs. (18d),
(19d), and (20d)). This has been done to account for the
fact that the out-of-straightness plays a negligible role
for the strength of the very long columns (24) •
Equations (18) through (21) may now be used to
find the maximum strength of a column, given the non-dimen-
sional slenderness ratio, A, and the yield load, Py . The
equations also could have been written with (a /0) re-
max y
placing (p /P), where a is the maximum (critical) stress
max y max
of the column. Conversion from non-dimensional to dimen-
sional slenderness ratio, L/r, is easily accomplished.
A brief discussion of a comparison between the
multiple column curves developed here, and the ones prepared
. (57) b f' . 33 h hln Europe , may e 0 lnterest. Flgure sows t e pro-
posed European multiple column curves and the data for the
column types that belong to each of them. The original num-
ber of curves is three (curves a, b, and c in Fig. 33) (57) ,
but recent developments indicate that two more (curves aO and
d in Fig. 33) may be added(67). These are shown as dashed
lines in Fig. 33.
Figure 34 illustrates the comparison of the
European curves and the simplified multiple column curves of
-61-
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Fig. 32. The correlation between the two sets of curves is
very good, provided all five European curves are taken into
account. The original three of the latter curves do not
cover more than approximately SO percent of the band of all
column strength curves (cf. Fig. 7), and hence do not provide
a suitable alternative to the curves developed in this study.
The reasons for the insufficient coverage are the types of
structural steel and shape sizes commonly used in Europe.
High-strength steels, such as ASTM AS14, are not available,
and neither are the types of heavy shapes that frequently are
utilized in American construction practice(S4). The tenta-
tive curves, a O and d, have been developed for possible
future use ( 67) •
It should be noted that the European investigation
has been based entirely on theoretical data for residual
stresses, yield stresses, and so on. The theoretical re-
suIts have been compared with the outcome of the extensive
series of column tests performed in various European coun-
tries (46,47), based on the assumption that approximately
97 1/2 percent of all column tests should lie above the
pertinent column strength curve. The comparison yields a
fairly favorable result.
The three deterministically developed multiple
column curves of Fig. 32 are meant to be used together
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with a column curve selection table. The table is used to
decide which of the multiple column curves is appli-
cable to a particular column type. Although the table is
indispensable for the selection process because of the
large number of steel grades, shapes, manufacturing methods,
and so on, that are available to the designer, it will not
be presented here. A detailed discussion of the table and
how to use it is provided in Ref. 25.
3.4 Summary of Deterministic Solutions
A number of deterministic methods of implementing
more rational and accurate solutions of the column strength
problem have been presented in this part of the dissertation.
It has been shown that the methods related to the manufac-
ture of columns present numerous possibilities, but also that
these methods may be difficult to utilize for practical so-
lutions. The theoretically based approach, using the con-
cept of multiple column curves, thereby appears to be the
method most viable and practical.
The results of the investigation illustrate beyond
doubt that by using the multiple column curve concept, that
is, by utilizing several column strength curves, to each of
which columns of related behavior and strength are assigned,
the deviation between the actual and the design strength of
-63-
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the columns will be reduced significantly. Measured
values of residual stresses, yield stresses, and cross-
sectional dimensions imply a realistic basis for the theo-
retical computations, and by explicitly taking into ac-
count the initial crookedness that is found in all real
columns, the solution appears to assume even further close-
ness to reality.
It has been found that the incremental, iterative
computation of the column maximum strength gives results
that correlate well with the available experimental data.
The main problem associated with the deterministic multiple
column curve approach therefore has been the gathering of a
representative amount of data on all the various type of col-
umns that may be used in practice. Lacking the specifics for
some column types, the multiple column curves presented may be
regarded as preliminary only; but, nevertheless, do provide
essential information on the practical use of the concept.
The most important disadvantage of the determinis-
tic solution lies in the fact that the column strength para-
meters have been treated as fixed values. It has long been
known and accepted that not only does the column strength
exhibit significant variation, but also that the variation
in part is caused by the random variability of the column
strength parameters. With-some factors assuming extreme
-64-
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values, for example, the yield stress of a steel may be 32
ksi, as opposed to a specified magnitude of 36 ksi, the
interaction of extreme values may cause the column strength
to fall outside the band of variation'. Such cases can only
'be accounted for in a study where the randomness is taken
directly into account.
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4. PROBABILISTIC ANALYSTS OF
COLUMN STRENGTH
The deterministic modeling of any problem implies
the use of the fundamental concept of a one-to-one corres-
pondence between the dependent and the independent varia-
bles*, and any variation of the pertinent parameters is omit-
ted from consideration. A probabilistic model takes the
variability explicitly into account, and the resulting solu-
tion thereby becomes expressed as a number of values, of
which some are more likely to occur than others. The concept
of the probability of the occurrence of an event thus is na-
turally introduced, whereby the multi-valued solution of the
problem is expressed as a function - either a probability
d . t f' d . . b t' ft' ( 45 , 6 8 , 69 ) B thens~ y unct~on or a ~str~ u lon unc ~on . 0
of these are real-valued (single-valued) and continuous for
the range of the variables concerned, and the density func-
tion is a direct representation of the derivative of the dis-
tribution function, assuming that this is such that contin-
uous derivatives do exist.
*The terms "dependent" and "independent" are used here in a
deterministic sense, to designate the variables of an ~qua­
tion, say, z = x 2 + 3y - 5xy, where z is the dependent, and
x and y the independent variables. In probabilistic usage
the words imply certain very important characteristics,
which is explained below.
-66-
Most real phenomena involve several variables, however, and
the density and distribution function may be expressed as
The simplest possible problem is encountered when
only one variable, for instance, y, is involved. The pro-
bability density function then may be denoted f(y), and the
distribution function of y is given by F(y), and the two are
related by the relationship
The assumption of continuity of the density and
the distribution function is a simplification, since no real
phenomena possess strictly continuous characteristics in the
mathematical sense. It does, however, provide several ad-
vantages, mainly by allowing easier handling of the very
·often complicated mathematics that arise in problems of this
nature, but may not be necessary where only a numerical (not
closed form) solution is being sought.
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f (y) = dF (y) = F' (y)
dy
n
. . aF (Y1Y2· •• Yn )
f (Y1Y2Y3 ••• y ) = a a a
n Y1 y2····· Yn
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where Yl' Y2' ···Yn are the n variables. This equation holds
true whether the n variables are statistically independent*
or not(68). The function f(Y1Y2 .•• Yn) is commonly denoted
the joint probability density function of the variables Yl
through yn,and may bethought of as representing a surface
in an n-dimensional space.
Any development or illustration of the mathematical
concepts of the theory of probability, other than what is es-
sential to the understanding of the problem being studied
here, is assumed known, and consequently is not presented
here. Detailed developments of the mathematical methods of
probability theory and of mathematical statistics may be
found in Refs. 45, 68, 69, 70, and 71.
*Statistical independence implies that the multi-variable
probability density function may be written as the product
of the density functions of each of the variables, namely:
f(Y1Y2 .•. Yn)=f(Yl)f(Y2) ... f(Yn). The problem encountered
is considerably simpllfied if the variables are indepen-
dent.
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4.1 The Variation of Column Strength and Its Probabilistic
Treatment
The probabilistic treatment of the column strength
pioblem represents a fairly novel" development, although its
"relationship to the limit state methods of design and to the
reliability analyses of strength and loads was conceived
some time ago. The major obstacle of a successful solution
of the problem was inherent in the lack of closed-form de-
terministic relationships of sufficiently general nature,
which are essential to the implementation of probabilistic
concepts in most structural engineering problems(34). Ap-
proaches of this kind are termed quasi-steady statistical
methods, and evolve from deter~i~istic relationships bCD~ee~
the random variables(34).
Possibly the first to realize the probabilistic
nature of the column strength problem, Dutheil(17) suggested
that the results of column tests be evaluated statistically,
and the outcome compared with an appropriate theoretical
analysis. This iro~lied the solution of the inelastic column
problem, but the absence of high-speed computers prevented
any advancement for several years. The strength of
columns in the elastic range was investigated, however,
particularly with regard to the influence of random initial
d f 1 ~ (7 2 , 7 3 , 7 4 , 75 ) b . d . d . b .e ectlons , ut thls l not contrl ute Slg-
nificantly to the understanding of the much more complicated
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problem of the inelastic column. One of the first attempts
in this direction was provided by Chung(76,77), who presented
a tangent modulus based solution, .where the modulus of elas-
ticity, the tangent modulus of elasticity, and the yield
stress were treated as random variables. This involved,
among other things, the evaluation of very complex multiple
integrals, and Ravindra and Galambos (78) therefore suggested
a simple first-order probabilistic solution procedure. Both
of these apprQaches seemed to give satisfactory results.
The tangent modulus approach also was utilized by
Rokach(79), who developed a first-order probabilistic method,
and compared his results with the data provided by the expe-
. 1 ' '.. (46,47) drlmenta lnvestlgatl0n ln Europe . A proce ure of
somewhat similar character was presented by carpena(80),
wherein the arithmetic mean and the variance of the column
strength were developed on the basis of the partial deriva~
tives(4S) of the probability density function of the strength.
Augusti and Baratta(8l) made an analysis based on the column
h h d b h '1(17,18) .strengt approac suggeste y Dut el , uSlng as ran-
dom variables the initial out-of-straightness, the yield
stress, and the slenderness ratio; but neglecting the re-
sidual stresses in the column.
Common to all of the above mentioned solution
procedures is their treatment of the random column strength
-70-
method that has taken the initial crookedness into account
sidered satisfactory, either.
not correct in general, but will not have very significant
parameters as independent, which is an assnmption that is
FmfZ ENGtNE~mNQ
~TORV bl~~A~¥-71-
in the following sections, and it is believed that the solu-
for, including the initial out-of-straightness. This has
been the basis for the investigation that is presented
parameters therefore will be explicitly accounted
whereby the expressions relating the random variables
may be established. All of the important column strength
of incremental, iterative equations (see Section 3.3.2),
relationships for this approach are available in the form
maximum strength concept. The necessary deterministic
An improvement over the above mentioned studies
can be arrived at, by conducting an analysis based on the
ignores the residual stresses, and therefore cannot be con-
SUbstantially from the strength of other columns. The only
been shown that the tangent modulus load is a good approxima-
tion to the strength of a column, provided the out-of-
straightness is small, but that it may give results that differ
effects. Most of the approaches have utilized a simplified
tangent modulus method (Duberg-Wilder idealized column
model(ll», thereby analyzing the strength of an initially
perfectly straight column. It has previously (see Chapter 2)
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tion procedure and the results illustrate the generality
and advantages of such an approach.
The subsequent sections of the dissertation
outline in detail the column strength parameters that are to
be considered, their assumed or measured statistical proper-
ties, and the derived statistical properties of factors such
as the cross-sectional area and the yield load. These data
are utilized in an extensive presentation of the method
of evaluation of the maximum column strength. The final sec-
tion of this chapter is used to analyze the variation of the
maximum strength, and the factors that contribute signifi-
cantly to this v·ariation.
4.2.1 The Variation: 'ofthe Column strength Parameters
The probabilistic treatment of the maximum strength
of a column is essentially a study of a structure which ex-
hibits a random non-linear behavior. It therefore is
necessary to establish the mathematical laws that reflect
the random nature of the pertinent factors, prior to the
formulation of the equations that govern the maximum
strength.
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The probabilistic nature of the coluoo1 strength
factors will be expressed in terms of probability density
functions or distribution functions and their characteris~
tic quantities, such as the mathematical expectation (arith-
metic mean of a sample) and the variance. The form of the
functions will be assumed, and as far as possible and fea-
sible, substantiated by the results from measurements. It
may be mentioned, however, that very few investigations
have been conducted that have dealt systematically with the
statistical properties of the parameters relevant to this
study; and of those that actually are available, only some
present data that may be regarded as statistically signifi-
cant.
With the mathematical relationships thus being
established, the primary problem involves the estimation of
the functional parameters. Several methods may be used for
this purpose, of which the method of moments and the method
of maximum likelihood seem to possess the most valuable
characteristics (44,45) . Whereas the method of moments has
many advantages, the method of maximum likelihood is general-
ly considered to be unsurpassed as a statistical approach to
the majority of the measurement problems that are encountered
in the physical sciences. This method utilized all of the
-73-
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Usually, however, specific values of yare known,
and ¢ is the only unknown factor. The expression given by
The method of maximum likelihood is based on the
use of the sample likelihood function L(¢), where ¢ is a
known parameter of the distribution of the random variable y.
The joint probability density function of a random sample of
values Yl' Y2""'Yn may then be expressed as
(24 )
f (y. I¢)
~
n
;:::; 7T
i=l
where the form ft·I¢) indicates that ¢ is known (45) •
experimental information in the most direct and efficient
fashion possible, ,to yield an unambiguous estimate of the
parameter sought for. In addition to prescribing the sta-
tistic which should be used, it will provide an approxima-
tion of the distribution of the statistic, such that approxi-
mate confidence intervals can be established. The method
is therefore essentially based on the assumption that the
sample of numerical values is representative of the popula-
tion of all possible values. The main disadvantage of the
method of maximum likelihood lies in the fact that the func-
tional relationship must be known or assumed.
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tion is
The vector of estimators that maximize the likelihood func-
The maximum-likelihood estimator $ is the value of ~ which
(27)
(26)
(25 )
f (y. I {~})
J.
f (y. I~)
J.
. dL(~) _(d~ ) ~=$ - 0
n
L(~IYl'Y2' ...Yn) = TI
i=l
n
L{ {~} 1Yl'Y2'··· ,Yn ) = TIi=l
Most problems involve several parameters ~, which
then
may be expressed as a vector" {~}. The likelihood function is
makes the likelihood function attain a maximum value. Thus,
the solution of
yields the value of $. The equation will be easier to handle
if a logarithmic transformation of L (~) is used (44 ) .
Eq. (24) therefore may be regarded as a function of ~ only,
which gives the relative likelihood of having observed the
particular set of values Yl' Y2' ... , Y
n
as a function of ~.
The likelihood function of the sample is thereby
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estimated from a sample of size r, and the estimators of
(30)= 0 for j = 1,2, .•• ,r
n
l: a ri=l~ {log [f (yi {ep} ) ]
J
As an example, the mean value M and the standard
n
log[L( rep} IY1'Y2'· •• ,Yn )] = log[i:l f(Yi[ {ep})]
n
log[L({cP1IYl'Y2' ... 'Yn)] = l: log[f(Yi[{ep})] (29)
i=l
neous equations, since the likelihood function is maximized
M and s will be designated by A and §, respectively. The
probability density function of y is
mic transformation of Eq. (27) gives
deviation s of a normally distributed variate yare to be
Equation (29) requires the solution of a set of r simulta-
with respect to each ~ .. Hence:
. 1.
which indicates that r estimators are involved. A logarith-
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The maximum-likelihood estimator of the mean is therefore
A similar evaluation with respect to the standard deviation
(32)
(33)
(31)
y. = 0).
1(-- +§
r
L:
i=l
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r
L:
i=l
r 1 1 ·-M 2
1f ~ exp[--(Z--) ]
i=l ~ .!o1f 2 s
1 r
~ = - L: y.
r i=l ).
1 I-M 2
- ~ exp[--(~) ]
::'Y .!o1f 2 s
roM -
f(y)
L{{M,s}) =
·e- 1ogL =as) s=s
and thus:
leads to:
and the likelihood function becomes
and therefore
Differentiating L{{M,s}) with respect to M = ~ gives:
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Equations (33) and (34) express the common definitions of
the mean and the standard deviation of a sample.
Included among the cross-sectional properties are thus the
size and cross section of the shape, and whether the section
is rolled or welded. The consideration of the residual
stresses account for the other parameters related to the
manufacture of the columns, such that the list of four items
1. Cross-sectional properties of wide-flange and
box shapes.
2. Mechanical properties of the steel.
3. Residual stress variation in a particular column
category.
4. Out-of-straightness of the column.
(34)2(y.-t:1)
1
r
L:
i=l
§ = vi
r
The above discussion of the method of maximum
likelihood provides a necessary background for the develop-
ment of the characteristics of the column strength parame-
ters. The method has been used in the computation of the
magnitudes of the relevant column strength statistics, for
which the set of mathematical formulas needed will be evalu-
ated on the following pages. The column strength parame-
ters to be considered are:
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covers the most important column strength factors. It should
be noted that the random variation of the residual stress
distribution in shapes as a whole is not to be treated; only
the +-variations of the residual stresses measured in a shape
of a particular manufacturing method.
1. Statistical Characteristics of the Cross-Sectional
Properties
Figure 35 illustrates a wide-flange and a box-
shape, and the designation of the various cross-sectional
dimensions pertinent to each type. Rolled and welded sec-
tions are treated separately, due to reasons that are out-
lined further below.
(a) Rolled wide-flange shape dimensions
The dimensions b h , hh' t h , and wh are given by the
steel manufacturer, and must satisfy certain tolerances.
The American specifications(63) set no requirements for the
flange thickness, t h , and the web thickness, wh ; but specify
the tolerances for the width bh and the height hh' Other
specifications(82,83) provide very detailed requirements for
all cross-sectional measurements, and common to most of these
is that the tolerances are given in the form of equal +-
values.
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The two flanges are assumed to be of equal thick-
ness, although they may exhibit different t h , but this assump-
tion presents negligible implications. The shape as a whole
is assumed doubly symmetric, such that the center of the web
is located at the center of the two, equally wide, flanges.
The entire shape thereby may be enclosed in a rectangle of
size bh x hh. These assumptions neglect the possibility of
having a shape with sloping flanges (I), with flanges being
displaced relative to each other (I), and with an off-center
web (I). It is believed, however, that the assumptions are
reasonable and that the factors thereby neglected assume
relatively insignificant values.
Each of the quantities b h , hh' t h , and wh are
assumed statistically independent and normally distributed.
The form of the tolerance requirements, together with the re-
It f "t' (53,83) b t t" t thsu s rom some lnvestlga lons , su s an la e e use
of normally distributed variates. The probability density
functions for the four quantities therefore may be given by:
(1) Total height, hh:
1 1 hh-Hh 2
f(hh) = h~·exp[-2· ( h ) ]
O~ 2n 0h
h
where Hh and 0h denote the arithmetic mean and the standard
deviation of hh' respectively. In the following, capital
letters are used to designate the means of the variates con-
sidered. Similarly:
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(36)
(37)
h h h
and Wh are the means, and crb , crt' and aw the
-81-
given by Ref. 82 will be used. Table 13 gives a summary of
these values.
t 1 d b h . f' . (63) d t·0 erances, an ecause t e ASTM Specl lcatlons 0 no
contain data for the thicknesses, the tolerance requirements
For consistent assessment of the numerical values of the
standard deviat~ons of the flange width, flange thickness,
and web thickness, respectively. The magnitude of the tole-
rance is set equal to 2 standard deviations (44) , such that,
for example, a flange thickness less than (Th-2.cr~) will oc-
cur with a probability of approximately 0.025 (2.5 percent).
(4) Web thickness, wh :
(2) Flange width, b h :
(3) Flange thickness, t h :
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(39)
(42)
(41)
(40)
standard deviation:
*The standard deviation of the sum of two identicallY-Qistri-
buted independent random variables x and y is crx+y=Vcr~+cr~i(441
The standard deviation of the sum of two absolutely corre-
lated variables, such as x+x, is cr + =2cr .
x x x
With the total height of the shape being specified,
Being manufactured from plates, the dimensions d h ,
b h , t h , and wh are supplied by the manufacturer, and it is
and the probability density function of dh is given by
(b) Welded wide-flange shape dimensions
dh will be distributed normally, since it is a linear
function of two independent random variables (45,68) . The
mean, Dh , and the standard deviation, cr~' therefore become:
the net depth of the web, dh , becomes a derived quantity
given· by
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assumed that the tolerances applied for the dimensions of
rolled wide-flange shapes (Table 13) also apply for welded
wide-flange shapes. The assumptions stated above for the
rolled shape are used for the welded section also, and
the probability density functions given by Eqs. (36)-(38)
and (42) therefore are directly applicable. It should be
noted, however, that the net web depth (dh ) is given directly
for the welded shape, and will no longer be a derived quanti-
ty (see Eq. (39». Consequently, equations (40) and (41) do
not apply in this case. It is assumed further that the flanges
and the web are completely joined, with no gap appearing be-
tween the two component plates.
(c) Welded box-shape dimensions
The dimensions db' bb' t b , and wb exhibit charac-
teristics similar to those of the corresponding dimensions of
welded wide-flange shapes, and the same assumptions therefore
are made. It is further assumed that the cross section
represents a perfectly rectangular shape, with the implica-
tion that the two "flange" thicknesses vary simultaneously
and equally, and so also the "web" thicknesses, the "flange"
widths and the "webs" depths. The probability density func-
tions for the cross-sectional dimensions of the box shape
are found by substituting the subscript h, used for the ran-
-83-
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The formula for the area is written as
(44)
(43)
The deterministic expressions for the cross-sec-
Box shape:
where u h and zh become statistically independent random
. bl h . d t d d d .. (44)varla es. T elr means an s an ar ev~atlons are :
of the contributing parameters are. Hence:
others. The areas will be normally distributed, because each
(1) For wide-flange shapes:
where each of the factors involved is indepe~dent of the
tional areas of wide-flange and box shapes are:
for the depth db' since it is an independent quantity.
(d) Cross-sectional areas of wide-flange and box shapes
dom variables and their means in Eqs. (36), (38), and (42),
by the subscript b. Equations (39)-(41) are not applicable
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(48)
(47)
(46 )
(45)
Uh
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Means:
Standard deviations:
noted that when a rolled wide-flange shape is considered, the
factor Dh in (45)-(47), and the
h in Eq. (46) ,Eqs. factor 0d
are given by Eqs. (40) and (41) • For a welded wide-flange
the form of the expression given by Eq. (35). It should be
and
The probability density function for the area assumes the
The mean and the standard deviation of the area Ah are there-
fore
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Standard deviations:
(52)
(49)
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Mean:
( 51)
(SO)
Means:
The formula for the area is written as
are therefore:
The properties of the cross-sectional area of a box shape
(2) For box shapes:
sions are directly applicable.
with the characteristics of ub and zb given by Eqs. (45) and
(46), replacing subscripts and superscripts h with bi thus:
shape the statistical characteristics of each of the dimen-
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It should be noted that the two terms on the
The usual formulas for the moments of inertia of
Assuming a general, rectangular shape of the cross
(53 )
(54a) are not statistically indepen-of Eq.
Standard deviation:
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(1) Wide-flange shape:
3 2
About the major (x-) axis: I h whdh +
bhth(dh+th )
=x 12 2
3 (54a)
About the minor (y-) axis: I h
thbh (54b)=y 6
(2) Box shape:
the two principal types of sections dealt with are as follows:
section, the principal moments of inertia are:
dent, since the factor dh occurs in both.
(3) Moments of inertia of wide-flange and box shapes
. f hSlon or I .
Y
right-hand side
The contribution of the web has been neglected in the expres-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
wbdb
3 . 2
About the major (x-) axis: I b bbtb(db-tb )= + 2x 6
'(55a)
tbbb
3 2
About the minor (y-) axis: I b
dbwb(bb+wb)
= I . 2Y 6 (55b)
The two right-hand side terms in both of these equations are
not statistically independent.
Based on these deterministic relationships, the
probability density functions for the various moments of
inertia now may be developed, since the probability density
functions of all the cross-sectional dimensions are known.
However, since in the computer program utilized, the moments
of inertia are computed on an incremental basis, with the
specific purpose of checking and redistributing the residual
stresses to achieve equilibrium; it is not necessary to find
the probability density functions from Eqs. (54) and (55).
Instead, the following approach is used:
(a) Number of firite area elements in each flange (in a box
shape this refers to the component plates with thick-
ness t b ) : n f
(b) Number of finite area elements in each web (in a box
shape this refers to the component plates with thick-
ness wb ): nw
-88-
thus:
(58 )
(57)
( 59a)(wide-flange)
=
and
-89-
1
-·b ·tn f h h
dth =
bh (wide-flange) (56a)-f n f
dtb
bb (box) (56b)= -f n f
dA~ = dt~.~ =
Means:
Standard deviations:
The area of an element of the flange therefore
becomes:
In all of these equations the superscripts hand b refer to
wide-flange and box shapes, respectively.
With bh (bb) normally distributed, dt~ and dt~ also become
distributed as such, namely:
The widths of the finite area elements are assumed equal,
(c) Width of flange: b h (wide-flange) or bb (box)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
area distribution is
and subscripts h with b.
( 61)
(601::»
(59b ).
(60a)
1
-·R ·Tb11 f D
h 1DTf·Th = -·B ·Tn f h h
'b b 1dAf = dtf·tb = --·b·t (box)n f b b
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and
Mean elemental areas:
can be found for the box shape, by replacing the superscripts
for the box shape. The standard deviation of the elemental
which concerns a wide-flange shape. A similar expression
and
where Eq. (60a) is valid for the wide-flange, and Eq. (60b)
Since b h (bb) and t h (tb ) both are normally distributed, the
elemental area dA~(dA~) also follows this probability law.
Consequently:
I
I
I
I
I
'I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The width of the finite area elements in the web is constant,
developed for the web, as follows:
Depth of web: dh (wide-flan~e) or db (box)
(64)
(63 )
(65a)
(62a)
(62b)
(wide-flange)
a
b
=..Labdw n d
w
(box)
(wide-flange)
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dwh
dh
=w n
w
dwb
db
=w n
w
a
h 1 handdw = ~d
w
Equations similar to Eqs. (56)-(61) can be
Standard deviations:
The distribution parameters of dwh (dwb ) are
w w
Means: DWh
Dh
and DWb
Db
= =w n w n
w w
where, for a rolled wide-flange shape, Dh = Hh -2Th and
a~ = V(a~) 2+ 4 (a~) 2', (cf. Eq. (40) and (41». The area of the
thus:
element therefore becomes
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
of the elemental areas of the flanges and the webs, the gen-
(67b)
(67a)
(66a)
(66b)
(65b)(box)2-·d ·w
n b b
w
h
adA
w
Having established the distribution characteristics
-92-
The distribution parameters of dAh and dAb are
w w
DAh DWh.W 1Means: = = n·~ .Whw w h
w
and DAb DWe·2Wb 2= = -·D ·Ww n b b
w
eral expression for any moment of inertia now may be written as
and for the box srape
box shapes. The standard deviation of the elemental web area
distribution for a wide-flange shape is given by
and
where Eg. (66a) is for the wide-flange and Eg. (66b) for the
. where it will be noticed that 2wb has been used in Eg. (65b),
to account for the two webs of the box shape.
I
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designate the following:
statistically independent. The factors used in Eq. (68)
in the coordinate system for the cross section (see
(68)
x; corresponds to x. if the minor axis is
.... .~
2 k 2I =d ·w·b+ E db. ·X.·t
c i=l ~ ~
bending of a wide-flange shape; d = 0 for minor axis
c
bending of a wide-flange shape (no contribution from
web) ; d
c
1 for major axis bending of box= 2(db-tb ) a
Fig. 35).
considered, and to y. if the major axis moment of in-
~
ertia is to be computed.
d = the distance from the centerline of the flange to the
c
centroid of the shape. d
c
= ~(~+th) for major axis
t = the thickness of element i; equal to 2th (2~) for
minor axis bendingrand equal to wh (2wb ) for major axis
bending.
db. the width of element i, equal to dth b if the minor= (dtf )~ f
axis is considered, and equal to dwh (dWe) if the majorw
axis is considered.
x. = the coordinate of the centroid of element i, measured
~
and the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (68) are
k = n f or nw' depending on whether the minor or the major
axis moment of inertia is being computed, respectively.
I
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I
I
I
~,
is no contribution from the web in this case.
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a random variable. Its distribution characteristics can be
variables, and the moment of inertia therefore also becomes
(69)
k2- 2 -I = D H B+ L: DB.' X .• T
c . 1 1 11=
and the standard deviation may be found by using, for
Ecch of the f~ctors given in Eq. (68) are random
ertia computation for a wide-flange shape.
minor axis bending of a wide-flange shape, since there
shape; and d
c
= ~(bb+wb) for minor axis bending of a
box shape.
problem. For example, the mean moment of inertia is given
evaluated, but are not essential to the understanding- of the
by
instance, a first-order form of the partial derivatives of
y(45). This implies that if the standard deviation of a
b = b h (bb) for major axis bending of a wide-flange shape
(box shape); equal to db for minor axis bending of a
box shape; it does not enter into the picture for
w = 2th (2tb ) for major axis bending of a wide-flange
shape (box shape), and equal to 2wb for minor axis bend-
ing of a box shape. w = 0 for minor axis moment of in-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
be considered as a random variable therefore is the yield
elasticity therefore will be regarded as a constant.
(70a)
(70b)cr ::: [ ~ c- a ~) 2cr 2] 1/2~ . lOY· y.1.=. 1. 1.
The coefficient of variation for E is as low as 0.1 to
The assumed linearly elastic-perfectly plastic
The only mechanical property of concern which must
stress, cry. This causes the stress-strain relationship to
-95-
0.5 percent, which is very small when compared to the varia-
bility of the other strength parameters. The modulus of
elasticity indeed does vary to a certain degree, but the
fluctuations are so small as to be considered negligible(84,
85)
stress-strain relationship for the steel basically inv01v~s
2. Statistical Characteristics of the Mechanical Properties
of Steel
two factors; namely, the yield stress, cry, and the modulus
of elasticity, E. It has been found that the modulus of
function ~ = f(Yl'Y2) is to be found, a good approximation
is given by
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
assume a form as illustrated by Fig. 36, where the mean yield
stress is represented by the solid line, and the upper and
lower bounds by the dashed lines.
With the specification yield stress being a
'f' d ' , I (63) , , bl t h tspecl le mlnlmum va ue , lt lS reasona e 0 assume t a
the distribution of yield stresses will assume a positively
sk~wed form. This assumption has been substantiated by
I , t' t' (36,53,65,66,85) , I' Isevera lnves 19a lons _ , lnvo vlng a arge
number of tests with tension specimens. It naturally follows
that it is not appropriate to assume that the distribu-
tion of cr follows a normal probability law. By analyzingy
the data from approximately 60000 tension tests(53), it has
been found that a truncated normal distribution will be a
fair representation of the variation of cry' but a considera-
bly better correlation is attainable if a Type I asymptotic
extreme value distribution (Gumbel distribution) is used. It
is believed that other types of extreme value distributions,
possibly in particular the Type III (Weibull) distribution,
may be applied with equally successful outcome.
The mathematical representation of the Type I
distribution assumes a variate that may vary between +00
and -00 , which in reality is not the case for cr. However,y
the parameters of the equation may be so formulated that
the probability of obtaining cr -values outside specifiedy
-96-
tion, may be expressed as:
tion is given by the parameter p, and K is a measure of the
The mode (=most frequently occurring value) of the distribu-
(74)
(72)
(73)
-97-
Tf _1.282
= K -r6' K
Standard deviation:
Mean:
-K(cr -p)F (cr) = exp[-e y ] for _00 < cr < 00 (71)
cry Y Y
where ~~O.577 is known as Euler's constant.
dispersion. The mean and the standard deviation of cr there-y
by becomes (45)
and the probability density function of cry is derived from
above as
bounds will be negligible (45) . The distribution function
for cr , or for the largest of many independent random varia-y .
bles with a common exponential type of upper-tail distribu-
I
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a variable is obtained which is distributed according to a
(77)
(75)
(76)
-a
= exp[-a -e ya]ya
By setting
Fa (a ) = exp[-e-aya]
ya ya
fa . (a y ) = K- • fa [ (ay -p) K]Y ya .
(78)
and Fa (a ) = F [ (a -p) K]
Y Y a ya y
It is possible to arrive at an expression that is
and the probability density function is
Tables for the Type I distribution are given in terms of the
transformed variate (45) . A transformation from a - to a -ya y
values is easily accomplished, since it is clear that
distribution function of aya becomes
mathematically more tractable, by introducing a transformed
Type I probability law, with mode p = 0, and K = 1. The
yield stress, aya
I
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deterministic expression
percent is used for all of the column strength parameters,
The yield load of a cross section is given by the
(80)
(79 )1.3p--
K
= p+3.7
Gy,max K
G
Gym = p+ ~a =
stress appear with a probability of 2.5 percent
3. The Yield Load of a Cross Section
it of Gy
the yield
Assuming that a consistent probability level of 2.5
or less. The corresponding value of G is approximatelyya
3.7(45), such that the maximum value of Gy is
The mode corresponds to G = 0, and the most frequentlyya
occurring value of G thus becomes equal to p. The upper lim-y
is set equal to the value beyond which magnitudes of
Gym-is given by
probability density functions of Gy and Gya The value of
G which corresponds to this value of G will be assumedy ya
to be the specified yield stress, Gym; for example,
Gym = 36 ksi for ASTM A36 steel, for a specified range of
material thicknesses (63). Consequently, with G =- 1. 3,ya
this corresponds for the yield stress to a value of G ofya
. (45)
approxlmately -1.3 (see Fig. 37, which illustrates the
I
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stress is assumed, based on the data from some experimental
tional relationship between the thickness and the yield
relationships for all of these quantities are given by
(83 )
(82)
( 81)p = ° ·AY Y
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t
= ° . (1-0.04·-t ---)ym min
Figure 38 illustrates the principles
0y(t)ml'n = ° . (l-n·---t -)ym t
min
(82) thereby becomes
n may be assigned an approximate value of 0.04. Equation
involved ~n this d8velopffient. The equation is given as
where t represents the material thickness; t, the thick-
mln
ness below which Gym is constant (cf. Fig. 38 for values
of tit, < 1); and n is a reduction factor. The results
mln-
from some investigations(53) have indicated that the factor
the dimensions of the shape, and the necessary probabilistic
, t' . (53)lnves 19atlons .
the thickness of the material, whereby 0y decreases with
increasing thickness(48,49,50,53,59). A deterministic func-
Eqs. (35) through (69). The yield stress is a function of
where both ° and A are random variables, thus making P ay y
random variable. The cross-sectional area is a function of
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With the cross-sectional area being a random
distribution, the following is known:
(84)
(85)
(cf. Eqs.
(47)-(48»
}
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Mean area:
Standard deviation:
The relationship given by Eq. (84) is assumed to
variable, whose characteristics are expressed by a normal
is independent of the material thickness; such that for any
and for most practical purposes t. may be set equal to
. mln
about 3/4"; thus giving the expression
distribution of the yield stress is maintained, and thus
given thickness, a follows the probability law given byy
Eqs. (71) and (7.2).
be valid; regardless of the magnitude of a . It alsoym
will be assumed that the Type I asymptotic extreme value
where t is a dimensionless thickness.
a
.(a) For wide-flange shape:
I
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the area 1s therefore
(88)
(87)
f p (P ) = f (cr . A)Y Y Y -
Mean area: Ab = 2· (BbTb +DbWb )
} (86)
b 2 .V(crb ) 2+ (crb ) 2'
(cf. Eqs.
Standard deviation: crA = (52) - (53»u z
It has been shown above that the yield stress
and this joint density function should be evaluated on the
their dispersion characteristics are given; cr may bey
is a function of the thickness, and cr and A therefore arey
not strictly statistically uncorrelated (independent). The
basis of the dependence between cry and A. However, for a
specific shape, where a particular set of dimensions and
be given as
(b) For box shape:
probability density function for the yield load, P , mayy
The general form of the probability density function for
where A may be Ah or Ab ; A may be Ah or Ab ; and crA repre-
sents eit~8r ~~ or 0~.
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treated as a factor statistically independent of the area.
The mean and the variance of the yield load may be found by
proper terms in .Eq. (89). Introducing the transformed yield
( 91).
(90 )
(92 )
(89)
1 ' 1 A-A 2 -0 .~_.exp[--2(---) -0 -e ya]0A TI 0A ya
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E{'¥) = f '¥·f('¥) ·d'¥
Range of
''1'
f p (p ) =y y
1 1 A-A 2 -K(O -p)
= \I 2 ,. exp [--2 (-) -K (0 -p) -e y ]
0A TI °A Y
f p (P ) =ya ya
f p (p )Y Y
the commonly used methods, since iri general the mean (ex-
. ) f' .. b (68)pectatlon, or lnstance, lS glven y
tionshipbetween 0y and t (cf. Eqs. (82)-(84». A good
approximation of Eq. (88) is thereby provided by the expres-
such that the probability density function for P becomesy
\'.'hcrc Eqs. (72) 2..::ld (87) have been substituted for the
stress, 0 , the above becomes the density function for theya
transformed yield load, Pya' thus:
This maybe realized by considering the deterministic rela-
, sion
I
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and (52):
independent, the mean and s~andard deviation may be found
where ~ represents a function of one or more variables. For
quite complicated, but with the pertinent variables being
(93)
(94)
P = 0 ·AY y
-104-
ph~( +0.577) (2B T +D W )y- P K h h h h
Mean yield load for wide-flange shape:
Mean:
The evaluation of the necessary integrals will be
and mean yield load for a box shape:
the particular case studied here, f(~) is given by Eq. (91),
and hence the standard deviation, of P and P .ya y
from:
and ~ is equal to 0 ·A. Equation (92) therefore becomes aya
double integral, the range of which is given by the ranges
of 0 and Ai and the two functions for these may be inte-ya
grated separately (due to their independence). A similar
expression may be given for the evaluation of the variance,
Substituting for o· from Eq. (73) and for A from Eqs. (47)y
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4. Statistical Characteristics of the Residual Stresses
not necessary.
(96 )
(73)
pb _2 ( +0 • 577) (B T +D W )
y= P K b b b b
In the previous studies of the probabi1is-
the residual stresses to the particular shape, is therefore
iterative approach; the closed form expression, relating
solution that is presented here, is based on an incremental,
tionships between the residual stresses and the various
cross-sectional properties(76,77,79). The maximum strength
tic nature of the column strength where the residual stresses
have been taken into account(76,77,78,79,80), the basic con-
from Eqs. (85) and (86), and for Gy and GGy
from Eqs.
and (74), respectively.
cepts involved necessitated the use of deterministic re1a-
and the specific expressions pertinent to the types of
shapes studied may be found by substituting for A and GA
The approximate magnitude of the standard deviation is
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The magnitude of the residual stress in any
element in the cross section, be it compressive or tensile,
will be assumed to vary randomly such that it follows a
normal probability law. However, it is also necessary to
establish the totai residual stress distribution in the
shape,such that (1) force equilibrium and (2) moment equi-
librium about the two principal bending axes are maintained.
Thus, although the residual stress within any element will
be assumed to vary randomly, and independently of the resi-
dual stresses in the neighboring or any other elements in
the cross section; the stresses in all elements at any time
together must satisfy the overall equilibrium of the cross
section, The Cl.ssnmption of normo.lity is substantiateo. by
the results from measurements of the residual stresses in a
b f 'd . 1 . f h h (21,65,num er a 1 entlca cross sectlons ate same s ape
86,87)
The residual stresses are, however, highly
influenced by a number of factors, such as the width and
the thickness of the material, the geometry of the cross
section, the heat inputs created by welding and flame-cut-
ting, and so on. It is assumed that the results of measure-
ments made on the various rolled and welded shapes, for which
data are available, are representative of the mean residual
-106-
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element i of the cross section:
studies that have been made on the statistical nature of the
(98)
(97)
Furthermore, it is known that
Icrri I~ cryi
Consequently, the following expression represents
point for the analysis. It is known, however, that the
force equilibrium of the cross section requires that
only be as large as the yield stress of the element. The
which states that the residual stress in any element can
the probability density function for the residual stress in
strength.
cent. These measurements have been made on identical shapes,
and therefore has a most significant effect on the co:i.umn
tribution is greatly influenced by the manufacturing method,
thereby omitting the random nature of the overall residual
residual stresses in particular shapes, indicate deviations
about the mean of approximately +3 to 5 ksi(65,87). This
substantiated, but is made to provide a necessary starting
stresses in the shapes. This assumption cannot be fully
stress magnitudes and patterns, as between rolled, welded,
cr is the standard deviation of the residual stress in
cr .
rl
element i.
corresponds to coefficients of variation of about 5 to 10 per-
universal mill, and flame-cut shape parameters. This dis-
1 [ 1 (crri-crri )2]-~·exp --
cr ¥ 2n 2 cr
cr . cr .
rl rl
where cr . ~.s the mean residual stress in element i, and
rl
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the case of a box shape) separately.
are to be multiplied by two, but rather that the summa-
(lOOb)
(99 )
(lOOa)
m
l: (J •• db. . t = 0
. 1 r1 1
1""
n n
f. f h w w h
2· l: (J •• dtf·t + l: (J • ·dw ·w = 0
i=l r1 h i=l r1 w h
n n
f f b w b2· { l: (J •• d t . t b + l: (Jw.. dw . wb } = 0i=l r1 f i=l r1 w
for a wide-flange shape,
tions must be extended over both flanges and both webs (in
It should be noted that the numeral 2 that appears in Eqs.
(lOOa) and (lOOb), does not imply that the terms following
ment for a box shape may be expressed as
the residual stress in element i in the flange and in the
fined previously. Similarly, the force equilibrium require-
over all elements in the two flanges, and the second term
expresses the summation over the web.
web, respectively. All of the other factors have been de-
cross section. Equation (99) may also be written as
where the first term in Eq. (lOOa) represents the summation
where the algebraic summation is extended over the entire
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Moment equilibrium about each of the principal
previously (cf. Eq. (69)). The standard deviation must
Figure 39 gives a qualitative ilJustration of the
(103)
(102)
(101)
m
La> 0
. 1 a .1= r1
m
E ~ . ·db. ~t = 0
i=l .r1 1
t
La. ·db. ·t·x. = 0
i=l r1 1 1
bending axes requIres that
where t = 2nf for the case of a wide-flange shape bending
about the minor axis; t = 2n f +nw for major axis bending of
a wide-flange shape, and all flange elements have the same
1
xi(=2(hh-th)); and t = 2(nf +nw) for box shapes. In the case
of the box shape, all elements of the "flanges" considered
satisfy the equation
wi~h m = 2nf + nw for a wide-flange shape, and m = 2(nf+nw)
for a box shape. The factors db. and t have been defined
1
randomly varying residual stresses. It follows that the
mean residual stress distribution must satisfy
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(="webs" for minor axis, = "flanges" for major axis bending)
, 1 1have equal xis(=2(bb+wb) for minor axis, = 2(db-tb ) for
major axis bending) .
The factors in the moment equilibrium equation are
all random variables, and it follows that
Q,
L 0 . ·DB. ·T·X. = 0 (104)
i=l rl 1 1
when the computations are based on the mean values. A
requirement to the standard deviation of the moment equa-
tion, similar to Eq. (102), can be formulated, but will not
be given here.
The importance of the form of the overall residual
stress distribution in the shape cannot be sufficiently em-
phasized. This is the reason why, for example, flame-cut
and universal mill welded wide-flange shapes exhibit such
different column behavior and strength. It is a topic open
for future research to apply the concepts of probability
theory towards the determination of the probability for ob-
taining a particular residual stress pattern in a given
shape. However, such a study is considered beyond the scope
of the investigation presented in this dissertation.
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4. Statistical Characteristics of the Initial Out-of-
Straightness
where e L has been used to denote the initial out-of-straight-
ness, instead of ei in order to avoid confusion with e as
(106)
(105)for -00 < e < 00L
and
Several probability density functions can be used
that will fit this type of variation, of which the most
practicable ones may be the Rayleigh, the Type I (Gumbel),
and the Type III (Weibull) asymptotic extreme value distri-
butions. The Type I distribution for smallest values (45)
is utilized here, in order to arrive at a similarity with
the distribution of the yield stress. The distribution func-
tion and the probability density function assume the follow-
ing form(45):
Most specifications for the delivery of structural
steel shapes and plates contain straightness requirements
for the members (see, for example, Ref. 63), whereby the ini-
tial crookedness is required to be less than a certain value.
This indicates that the magnitude of the out-of-straightness
will follow a negatively skewed distribution, and actual
measurements have proved this to be the case(83).
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can be circumvented in a fashion similar to what is used for
Similar to the case of the yield strength, a
f.I is a measure of the dispersion.
(llOb)
(109)
(llOa)
(108)
(107)z;; 0.577e = q--:::qL f.I f.I
e = (e -q)f.ILa L
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ef (eL ) = exp[eLa-e La]e La a
eF (eL ) = l-exp[-e La]e La a
transformed out-of-straightness may be introduced by
and
and the standard deviation is
whereby the distribution and the density functions become
the yield stress, which also follows a Type I distribution.
the base for the natural logarithms. Equations (105) and
and +00, which in reality is not the case. This discrepancy
The mean value of the out-of-straightness be-
comes (45) :
(106) indicate a variate that may assume values between -00
The factor q represents the mode of the distribution, and
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the magnitudes of q and ~, thus:
Equations (Ill) and (112) can be used to determine
The smallest possible out-of-straightness is zero,corres-
(112)
(Ill)
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= q+eLa = q_4.6 = 0
~ ~
q~ = 4.6
e L .,mln
e La 1.3 L
eL,max = q+--~- =.q+--~- = 1000
From Eq. (112):
From Eq. (Ill):
ponding to a perfectly straight column. It is arbitrarily
assumed that this value occurs with a probability of 1 per-
cent, and the value of e La thus becomes _4.6(45). Hence:
The maximum allowable out-of-straightness is
assumed as L/lOOO, and it is further assumed that values
larger than this may occur with a probability of 2.5 percent.
This corresponds to a value of e La of 1.3 (antisymmetry with
the transformed, Type I largest value distribution). Hence:
Equation (llOb) illustrates a distribution with mode q = 0,
and ~ = 1.
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value of the out-of-straightness is L/1280. The mean and
It is therefore seen that the most frequently occurring
the standard deviation are (using Eqs. (107) and (108»:
(113a)
(115 )
(114)
(113b)
L
= 4600
L
= 1470
5.9
= 0 78 (L ) 0.577 (L )
. . 1000 --~. '1000
- L
e L ~ 0 . 6 8' (10 0a)
~ = (L!1000)
L L
q = 0.78' (1000) = 1280
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0.577
e L :::q-- ~
= TI _1.282. (_L ) =jJ76"" 5.9 1000
~1ean :
initial out-of-straightness and its transformed counterpart,
and
Figure 40 shows the probability density functions for the
The standard deviation is:
from which is given:
and the solution of this set of equations yields for q and ~:
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Figures 41 through 44 present the most important
results from a few numerical examples, whereby the theore-
tical concepts developed have been put to practical use.
The hypothetical variation of the cross-sectional area of two
typical rolled wide-flange shapes, namely, W8x31 and W14x26,
is illustrated by the curves in Fig. 41. It is particularly
interesting to note that the coefficient of variat"fon ·for"~.~
the area of the smaller shape is approximately 5 times lar-
ger than that for the larger shape. This implies that
variations of the area have more far-reaching consequences,
the smaller the shape.
The variation of the cross-sectional area of
welded wide-flange shapes and of box shapes also was in-
vestigated, although the results are not shown here. Among
the most interesting results is the finding that welded and
rolled wide-flange shapes of equal dimensions have almost
exactly the same distribution characteristics. This illus-
trates that the use of the net depth of the web as a de-
rived quantity for rolled wide-flange shapes (cf. Eqs. (39)-
(41)), is not of any practical importance.
Figure 42 illustrates the hypothetical variation of
the yield stress for a steel of grade ASTM A36, with thickness
3/4 11 and 3 11 • Equation (84) has been used to derive 0" forym
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the steel with thickness 3". Figure 43 shows a three-dimen-
sional representation of the probability density function for
the yield load of a shape W8x31 of steel grade ASTM A36. The
density " surface ll has been developed by finding the marginal
probability density functions for P , given various values ofy
the yield stress, a , and the cross-sectional area, A. Fig-
Y
ure 44 depicts the residual stress distribution in a welded
wide-flange'shape H12x79 of steel grade ASTM A572 (50) (87).
The diagram shows the distribution of the mean residual stres-
ses, and the 95 percent confidence interval for the distribu-
tion of these. The confidence intervals have been calculated
on the basis of sets of many measurements made at the same
location in identical shapes, and for several locations through-
out the shape.
A tabulation of the characteristic values of some
of the most frequently utilized ASTM steel grades(54) is pre-
sented in Table 14. These values have been computed on the
basis of the probability density function for the yield stress,
given in Eqs. (71) through (80); with a as specified inym
Ref. 63, and the magnitudes of a estimated from the in-y,max
formation provided by Refs. 63 and 88.
Table 14A gives the statistical data for some of
the typical column types that have been studied. Included
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are the number of measurements utilized to assess the
statistical characteristics of the residual stresses and
the yield stresses, together with the computed variations
of the maximum column strength for one particular out-of-
straightness. The column strength variation is explained
in Section 4.2.3.
The sets of equations and other criteria that
have been established in this part of the dissertation,
form the extensive and necessary background for the develop-
ment of the probabilistic, incremental equations, that
illustrate the behavior and the maximum strength of the
column.
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4.2.2 Probabilistic Evaluation of Maximum Column Strength
The maximum strength of a centrally loaded, ini-
tially curved, pinned-end, prismatic column in principle
. may be expressed by the following equation, where P de-
max
notes the maximum strength:
(116)
The function given in Eq. (116) represents a multidimen-
sional probability density function, or a response surface,
since the parameters involved may be treated as random varia-
bles.
The probabilistic characteristics of the factors
0y' or' b, t, di w, and e L , in addition to the characteristics
of several derived variables that are functions of one or
more of these basic column strength parameters, already have
been established. The modulus of elasticity, E, exhibits so
small a variation, that it may be treated as a constant. The
length of the column, L, is a deterministic quantity, and the
slendernes~ ratio (A or L/r) therefore also will be incorpo-
rated as such in the analysis of the maximum strength. This
is not strictly correct, since the slenderness ratio, L/r, is
a function of the length and the cross-sectional properties;
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the non-dimensionalized slenderness ratio, A, also is a func-
tion of the yield stress, a. Both a and the cross-sec-
. y . y
tional properties have been established as random variables.
However, with the maximum strength being computed from a load-
deflection analysis, as opposed to being the solution of an
eigenvalue problem, the length or the slenderness ratio may
be regarded as fixed input-values.
The column is assumed to be subjected to a deter-
ministic load, P, which remains as such from the onset of
loading and until the maximum strength is reached. The load-
deflection analysis of the column therefore will result in
the determination of a semi-probabilistic load-deflection
curve with the deflection as a random variable if P is the
input-value,and with P as a random variable if the deflection
is the deterministic starting-point for the computation.
The semi-probabilistic P-8-relationships are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 45.
The deterministic Eqs. (1) through (12), depicting
the behavior of the column, are basically applicable also
when a probabilistic approach is utilized. This is a direct
illustration of the application of a quasi-steady statisti-
(34) h d ... .cal approach ,w ereby etermlnlstlc equatlons express
the relationships between random variables. The column
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maximum strength, found from the solution of the incremen-
tal, iterative expressions, therefore becomes a fixed value
for every given set of values of the strength parameters
for a given column. The variation of the column strength
factors, as illustrated in Section 4.2.1, provides for a
varying strength of the column, thus leading to the deter-
mination of the probabilistic characteristics of the strength
(cf. Fig. 45b) for a given column and length. Introducing
other values of the length (or the slenderness ratio), and
finding the distribution of the strength for each of these,
will eventually lead to a set of column curves expressing
the total variation of the strength. This set of column
curves will be denoted the column curve spectrum, in order
to avoid confusion with the term column curve band, which
has been used in a different context in Chapter 3.
The following equations represent a rewriting of
Eqs. (1) through (12), whereby the probabilistic nature of
the variables concerned has been accounted for. The factors
that have been considered as random variables are designated
by a tilde (-), for instance, the yield stress of the
steel is indicated by a .y
The equilibrium of external and internal axial
forces requires that
-120-
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(120b)
(120a)
(119)
(117)
(118 )
Moment equilibrium is provided by
the force P, respectively, and 0P and 00 are the correspond-
ing standard deviations.
SUbstituting for ~ = Mint from Eq. (119), this becomes
and the standard deviation of the load is
(deterministic) values. 0p is derived from the variation
of the load, which is found below.
and the standard deviation of the moment may be approximated
by the partial derivatives (45) , thus:
where 6 and P are the mean values of the deflection 0 and
Equation (118) implies that the forces do not assume fixed
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The total stress in an element i of the cross
section is given by
Neglecting any amount of eccentric application of
the axial load, the total deflection of the column at any
instant is expressed as
The
(123)
(122 )
(121)
~ 2 2'OJ: = 0 +0
u e v
and the mean value
The magnitudes of e and 0 are given by Eqs. (114) and
e
(115); and vp and 0v may be derived from the distribution
characteristics of the load, P. (A number of loads satisfy
the equilibrium equations, and the distribution of these
loads may be used to find vp and 0v) .
where the terms e and v p have been defined previously.
standard deviation of the deflection 0 is
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In a similar fashion for the residual strain,
(127)
(126b)
(126a)
(125)
(124 )
1 -
= -·0 .E rl
depicted by Eqs. (71) through (74),
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E •
rl
1 [_ _ - - ]~ E .+E +8·~. =
t. y rl p 1
cr. E.
1 1
fJ y
= £y =
Mean:
and standard deviation:
E ·E
Y
density function and the distribution function for Ey are
found by substituting 0 IE for a in Eqs. (71) and (72).
Y Y .
The mean and the standard deviation of £ becomey
where E is a deterministic quantity. The probability
derived therefrom, since
The distribution of a isy
and the properties of the distribution of E are easilyy
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the cross section. This allows the establishment of the
sumed. Thus:
(129)
(128b)
(128a)
1
= -·0Eo.
rl
1 -
£ . = -·0 .
rl E rlMean:
Standard deviation:
ty function is chosen as the representation of € ; a set ofp
axial loads which satisfy the equilibrium conditions therefore
In the deterministic solution procedure, specific
can be found. The type of density function that represents
€p is not important,since basically only the mean value of €p
is used, and a normal probability law therefore will be as-
values of the strain £ are chosen, and Eq. (4a) then is usedp
to find the stresses and strains in the elements throughout
axial load P, which satisfies the equilibrium conditions.
and the distribution of a . is illustrated by Eq. (97). The
rl
parameters of the distribution of £ . are therefore:
rl
Approximate values of the mean, £p' and the standard devia-
tion, 0 may be used in the computations.£p'
For the probabilistic approach, hov!ever, a probability densi-
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The distribution characteristics of all of the
(132)
(131)
(130)
1 - - --
=-[E .+E +e·~.]Ey r1 p 1
-125-
Mean:
load, vp~.
and the standard deviation is
parameters of the distribution of the strain in element i
factors in Eg. (124) thus have been established, and the
-The centroidal distance, ~., follows the distribu-
1
tion laws that have been developed for the cross-sectional
dimensions (cf. section 4.2.1), and it therefore becomes a
are found as:
normally distributed variate. The curvature of the column,
8, attains a value at midheight that is given by
For an infinitesimally small axial load, the curvature will
be distributed as the term (rr/L)2. e2, since for this small
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of such values from the data provided by Table 14, shows
identical to those of the yield strain, and a computation
(135 )
(133)
(134 )
CY
=-.:.x
t:"y
- - -- 2 2
-(€ .+fO: +8·[.) ·V
r1-p"" '1 €
Y
-126-
by
that all the coefficients of variation are close to 0.04.
v2 therefore becomes a small number, and the standard
€y
deviation of the strain in element i is approximated well
the last term in Eg. (133) may be expressed by
The coefficients of variation of the yield stress are
Substituting for ~(€) from Eg. (124) leads to:
Introducing the coefficient of variation of €y as
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With the mean and the standard deviation of the
the elements in the cross section can be found. It should
elemental strain thus determined, the stresses in all of
(136a)
(136b)
P. t 1 n1n L o. ·A.
--r- = A·a
. 1 1 1Y Y 1=
Mint 1 n
-p- = A' 0 L O.• ~. ·A.. _1 1 1 1
Y Y ]'-.-
(56) through (67) . The properties of a. (s.) are
1 1
The internal force and moment are given by the
Moment:
teristics of P. t and M. t are determined simultaneously.1n 1n
Force:
-areas A., together with the centroidal distances ~., given
1 1
by Eqs.
given above. The summations illustrated by Eqs. (136a) and
(136b) are easily carried out, and the distribution charac-
expressions:
given by Eqs. (4a) and (4b), must be imposed.
also be noted that stress limitations, similar to those
These equations make use of the distribution characteris-
tics of P , given by Eqs. (90) and (93)-(96), the characte-y
ristics of A, given by Eqs. (47), (48), (52), and (53); of
0y' given by Eqs. (71) through (74); and of the elemental
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In this probabilistic method,
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discarded as an inefficient and expensive solution proce-
One of the most significant computational advan-
(137)( Kp) Pint Mint 6Pr = -p- - ~ < (r) min
y y y y
Various numerical methods may be applied, in order
for the column strength parameters are used. For all prac-
to determi~e the distribution of the maximum strength. The
use of a Monte Carlo approach(44) was contemplated, but was
An. accuracy requirement of a form similar to that
value of E .
P
the calculations, that previously often resulted from in-
dure. It may prove advantageous if purely theoretical values
tages of this approach is inherent in the fact that a range
of Ep-values is taken into account at the same time. This
eliminates the time-consuming and error-prone repetition of
the other factors in Eq. (137) are known.
given by Eqs. (11) and (12) may be introduced, thus:
developed, since the properties of the density functions of
correctly assumed E -values.p
an adjustment of the distribution of E is carried out, asp
soon as the computation indicates the magnitude of the mean
The distribution of this out-of-equilibrium force can be
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tical purposes, however, the complete distribution of the
maximum strength is not needed, since basically the upper
and lower'bounds, and a central distribution parameter, such
as the mean, will provide the information necessary. This
basically is what has been done in the study presented here,
and the following section gives an outline of the most
important results.
4.2.3 The Variation of Maximum Column Strength
The large amounts of data that have been produced
prevents a presentation of every conceivable result, and a
selection of the findings for a few typical columns there-
fore has been made. The information and the discussion of
the results that are given in this section of the dis-
sertation are thus but a part of what is available, but
nevertheless illustrate and emphasize all of the important
aspects of the investigation.
Figure 46 shows the column curve spectra for
the major ~nd minor axis bending of a typical light
rolled wide-flange shape, namely, W8x31. The steel grade
is given as ASTM A36. Each column curve spectrum reflects
the variation of the maximum column strength of this shape,
when all of the column strength parameters vary between
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their respective extreme values. The spectra therefore
illustrate the 95 percent confidence intervals for the
maximum strength of the shape, such that there is only a
probability of 5 percent that the strength of a randomly
chosen W8x3l (A36) column will fall outside the interval.
For reasons that are given below, it may be stated that
the upper limit of each spectrum is indicative of columns
with an initial out-of-straightness of 1/10,000; and the
lower limit of columns with elL = 1/1000. These two values
correspond to the limits of the 95 percent confidence in-
terval for the distribution of the out-of-straightness.
It may be seen that the largest variation of
the major axis strength occurs for A~0.9-l.0, with upper
and lower limits as approximately (for A = 0.9) 0.823 and
0.712, respectively. The higher of the two values repre-
sents an increase of the strength of about 15 percent,
when compared to the lower limit. Similarly, the largest
deviation of the minor axis strength appears for A-values
of 0.9 to 1.1, indicating changes in the strength of
about 30 percent. Both of these may be considered as very
significant.
In order to detect and analyze the effects of
the variability of the other column strength parameters,
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major and minor axis column curve spectra were prepared,
for which the initial out-of-straightness was kept constant.
Figure 47 illustrates the two spectra that were produced
for the W8x31 shape, maintaining e/L at its mean value of
·1/1470. Other values of the out-of-straightness also were
studied, but the findings are identical to those for e/L =
1/1470.
Within the limitations and assumptions imposed by
the study, the data presented in Fig. 47 show that the in-
fluence of the variability of the yield stress and the cross-
sectional properties, and of the +-variations of the resi-
dual stresses in any particular shape with a specific manu-
facturing method, is relatively small for the variation
of the maximum s"trength. The two column curve spectra both
indicate "maximum strengths that lie within a range of 3 to 7
percent (from the upper to the lower limit); depending on
the magnitude of the slenderness ratio. Extended analyses
of the data, furthermore, show that this variation -
however small it may be - almost in its entirety may be
attributed to the variation of the yield stress. This
statement is substantiated by the information provided by
Table 15, which gives the most important statistics for
the two spectra in Fig. 47. Means and coefficients of
variation for the major and minor axis strength are given
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for three typical slenderness ratios, using the maximum,
mean, and minimum values of the yield stress of this
steel. For comparison, a similar set of data has been
included in Table 15 for the column curve-spectra that
are based on an out-of-straightness of 1/10,000.
For each value of the yield stress, the corre-
sponding mean values of the maximum strength are clearly
different, although the deviations are very small. The
magnitudes of the coefficients of variation, which are in-
dicative of the influence of the variations of the residual
stresses and the cross-sectional properties, are extremely
small. Thus, it is seen that the coefficients of variation
attain values between o and 0.6 percent, and a further
analysis of the data shows that there is no systematic in-
fluence of the varying residual str~sses and cross-sectional
dimensions. These statements are true for all slenderness
ratios, and the numbers in the last column of Table 15
illustrate that the conclusions also hold for other values
of the out-of-straightness.
The reason for the lack of influence of the +
residual stress variation about the mean of the overall
distribution in the shape, is due to the overriding influ-
ence of the initial out-of-straightness, which strongly
governs the behavior and strength of the column.
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It is more difficult to establish the cause of the absence
of any influence of the variability of the cross-sectional
properties,particularly for such-a small shape as the W8x3l,
,where the coefficient of variation for the area is 5.6 per-
cent (see Section 4.2.1) ~ It is believed, however, that
the effects of the geometric properties are almost completely
overridden by the variation of the yield stress.
Investigations identical to the one described
above have been carried out for a number of rolled and welded
wide-flange and box shapes of various steel grades. The
conclusions arrived at are the same, although it must be
stated that the influence of the yield stress increases with
increasing range (0 -0). Although still negligibley,max ym
when compared to the yield stress and the out-of-straight-
ness, for heavy rolled shapes the variability of the cross-
sectional dimensions has a certain bearing on the variation
of the maximum strength. This has been evidenced by the re-
sults from the study of such shapes.
Figure 48 shows the major axis column curve
spectrum for the W8x3l shape, together with the curves de-
picting its dispersion characteristics. Due to the fact
that the two most important factors, namely, the initial
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out-of-straightness and the yield stress, both are distri-
buted according to an extreme value distribution, it might
have been expected that the maximum column strength also
would exhibit distribution properties as such. The anti-
symmetry of the cr - and e-distributions intuitively mighty
lead to the false conclusion that P will follow some sym-
max
me~ric probability density function, for example, a normal
distribution. The much greater importance of the out-of-
straightness overrides the effect of the yield stress, how-
ever, and the result is a significantly skewed distribution.
This is indicated in Fig. 48, and Fig. 49 illustrates the
probability density function for the maximum strength of the
W8x31 (A36) column with a slenderness ratio A = 0.9, bent
about the major axis. It was found that a Type I (Gumbel,
largest value) asymptotic extreme value distribution fits
the data very well, with mode P Ip = 0.741, and disper-
max y
sion factor equal to 45. (The large dispersion factor is
necessary, in order to make the area under the curve in
Fig. 49 equal to 1 (one). This is one of the fundamental
requirements of any probability density function) .
The data presented in Fig. 50 are analogous to
those of Fig. 48, but represent the column curve spectrum
for the minor axis bending of the W8x31 shape. The skew
distribution of the maximum strength prevails, although it
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may be noted. that it is significantly more pronounced for
the intermediate and high slenderness ratios, when compared
to the data in Fig. 48. This is a property common to many
column curve spectra for minor axis bending, as is seen in
. the following.
Probability density functions, such as the one
shown in Fig. 49, can be developed for each slenderness
ratio for any column. This is not essential, however, since
the main interest is focused either on the extremes or some
centrally located characteristic of the spectrum. The fol-
lowing data therefore are presented in this simplified, but
sufficiently informative fashion.
Figu~es 51 and 52 show the column curve spectra
for minor and major axis bending, respectively, of a typi-
cal heavy rolled wide-flange shape W14x426 (ASTM A36). The
distribution of the major axis maximum strength is highly
skewed for A-values between 0.7 and 1.1, and for minor axis
strength for slenderness ratios larger than approximately
0.9. It i~ interesting to note that the skewness for the
major axis strength distribution is reversed for A>1.3,
such that the mean is located closer to the upper limit
curves. This is a very uncommon feature, and it has not
been detected for any other columns studied. It is also
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known that the strength of very long, initially curved
columns, approaches the elastic buckling load for a straight
member.
The variation of the maximum strength of a
rolled wide-flange column of high-strength steel is illus-
trated in Fig. 53, which shows the column curve spectrum for
a shape W8x31 (ASTM A514). The amount of variation is sig-
nificantly smaller than that of the previously discussed
columns, and it is partly caused by a diminishing influence
of the out-of-straightness for increasing material strength.
The main reason for the smaller variation is due to the
fact that the magnitude of the residual stresses is small,
compared to the yield stress of the steel.
Figure 54 gives the column curve spectrum for a
light welded flame-cut wide-flange shape H12x79 of steel
grade ASTM A572 (50), bent about the minor axis. The
smaller width of the spectrum is partly indicative of a
column of higher strength steel, but its other characte-
ristics arc similar to those of rolled wide-flange shape
spectra.
The column curve spectrum for the heavy welded
universal mill wide-flange shape H15x290 (ASTM A36), shown
in Fig. 55, exhibits properties very similar to those of
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the heavy rolled wide-flange shapes. This also has been
substantiated by other findings in the study. The exces-
sive skewness that prevails for slenderness ratios larger
than 0.6 is again an example typical of minor axis bending
of wide-flange shapes.
The column curve spectra for two typical welded
box shapes CJ24x774 (ASTM A36, heavy) and [J6x20 (ASTM A514,
light) are shown in Figs. 56 and 57, respectively. The
amount of maximum strength variation is fairly small for
both shapes, compared to the findings for wide-flange shapes.
The results for the other types of box shapes, included in
the investigation, exhibit the same tendencies. It there-
fore may be deduced that box shapes in general are less in-
fluenced by the variation of the column strength parameters~
regardless of the steel grade used, within the limitations
imposed by the use of single profiles and measurements made
on these.
The results presented above give a detailed
illustration of the variation of the maximum column strength
for a variety of shapes and steel grades. The factors con-
tributing most significantly to this variation have been
clearly established; and the next, and final, step in the
probabilistic analysis is therefore the development of the
multiple column curves.
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4.3 Development of Multiple Column Curves
The results presented in the foregoing section
(Section 4.2.3) of the dissertation have shown, that given
the assumed variations in yield stress, cross section geo-
metry, and residual stress, that the random variation of
the maximum strength of one particular column type is mainly
due to the variation of the initial out-of-straightness,
and to a very small extent also to the variation of the
yield stress and the residual stress variation.
Based on this knowledge, it therefore stands to
reason that the upper limit of the strength of a column (2.5
percent probability level), is well described by a column
curve based on an initial out-of-straightness of 1/10,000;
and the lower limit by a column curve based on a value of
elL of 1/1000. The probability density function of the
out-of-straightness, shown in Fig. 40, indicated a proba-
bility of 2.5 percent that e L will become less than L/IO,OOO;
and a probability of 2.5 percent that e L will become larger
than L/IOOO. The development of a set of column curves that
adequately and rationally may represent the strength of all
conceivable types of columns therefore presents the follow-
ing basic problems:
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1. The choice of strength criterion for a particular
column; the magnitude of the out-of-straightness;
the use of the lower limit or some central strength
characteristic as representative of the real or
typical capacity of the member.
2. The classification of the various types of
columns; which columns exhibit similar strength
and dispersion properties.
3. The number of column curves that are necessary
to use, in order to arrive at an optimum of com-
plexity and gains.
All of these problems have been discussed at some length in
the course of development of the set of deterministic mul-
tiple column curves (cf. Chapter 3), but could only be partly
solved, due to the lack of certain indispensable data.
This information now has been furnished, in the form of the
knowledge of the causes and implications of the variation
of the strength of a specific column.
The number of curves in the set of multiple
column curves has been set at three. It should be noted,
however, that one of the very significant advantages of the
probabilistic approach is the ease with which practically
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any number of such curves may be developed. It does,
however, require data on the probability density functions
for the maximum strength of all the column types that are to
be included. Such an investigation is considered beyond the
scope of this study.
It has been decided to base the set of probabi-
listic multiple column curves on mean values for all of the
column strength parameters; in particular such that elL =
1/1470 is the basic out-of-straightness. The use of the
mean values of the column strength parameters is arbitrary,
since any set of data with similar probabilistic bases may
be used. It therefore will not be difficult to implement
the use of a lower limit of the strength as a basis for
the curves (89) •
The only remaining problem therefore is the
classification of the various types of columns into three
separate categories. Having decided on a particular out-
of-straightness, the only column strength parameter of im-
portance will be the yield stress of the steel, together
with the following column types:
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1. Light and heavy rolled wide-flange shapes.
2. Light and heavy welded wide-flange shapes (flame-
cut, universal mill) .
- 3. Light and heavy box shapes.
. At this point, the investigation ceases to be of a strictly
probabilistic nature, since the arrival at a set of appro-
priate multiple column curves only involves the grouping
of a large number of probabilistically determined maximum
strength curves. The method of classification is the same
as that used in Section 3.3.4, and it is not considered to
be necessary to provide all the background material that
was utilized previously. Of overall importance, however,
is the fact that the significance of each of the column
strength parameters has been established on a sound, proba-
bilistic basis; and that the analysis may be performed
only by choosing the value of the out-of-straightness.
The results of the classification of the column
types are summarized in Tables 16 through 18, and Fig. 58
shows the final set of possible multiple column curves.
The equations describing the three curves are as follows:
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-1 -2(Pmax/Py)=0.021+0.385·~ +0.066·~ for 0.8< >. < 2.0 (140b)
(p /p )=-0.163+0.803.~-1+0.056·~-2for 1.0< ~< 1.8 (139b)
max y
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Curve 1P:
(P /p }=0.979+0.205·~-0.423.~2
max y
(P /P }=0.03+0.842.~-2
max y
(p /P }=0.018+0.881·~-2
max y
-2(P /P }=~ (=Eu1erCurve)
max y
Curve 2P:
(p /p )=1.03-0.158·~-0.23·~2
max y
(P /P )=0.018+0.815·~-2
max y
(P /P )=~-2(=Euier Curve)
max y
Curve 3P:
(P /P )=1.091-0.608·~
max y
for 0.15 < ~ < 1.2 (138a)
for 1.2< ~< 1.8 (138b)
for 1.8< ~< 2.6 (138c)
for ~> 2.6 (138d)
for O. 15 < ~ < 1. 0 (139a)
for 1.8< ~< 3.2 (139c)
for ~> 3.2 (139d)
for 0.15 < ~ < 0.8 (140a)
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rial is known.
The appearance of these equations and of the
is easily accomplished, once the yield stress of the mate-
(141)for 0 < A< 0.15
for 2.0<A<4.5 (140c)
for A> 4.5 (140d)
(p /P) =1. 0
max y
-2(P /p )=A (=Euler Curve)
max y
A topic of future research is provided by a study
aimed at the probabilistic classification of column types
into the various column strength categories.
lating critical stresses and dimensional slenderness ratios
stresses, and cross-sectional properties. The basic dif-
are based on mean values for the residual stresses, yield
ness. A conversion of the equations into expressions re-
ference appears in the value of the initial out-of-straight-
part of the investigation, and a comparison of the two sets
of data will be presented in Chapter 5. The reason for the
similarity between the deterministic and the probabilistic
multiple column curves is the fact that both sets of curves
curves is similar to those developed in the deterministic
For all three curves:
(P /P )=O~005+0.9'A-2
max y
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4.4 Summary of Probabilistic Solutions
A probabilistic approach for the solution of the
column maximum strength problem has been devised in this
part of the dissertation, whereby the random variability
of the column strength parameters has been taken into ac-
. count. An extensive section has been devoted to the analy-
sis of the random nature of the cross-sectional properties,
the yield stress, the residual stresses, and the initial
out-of-straightness. Data from several experimental inves-
tigations on the statistical properties of the column strength
parameters were studied, and the choice of probability densi-
ty functions for the strength factors have been made to cor-
relate well with these data. A few numerical examples have
been worked out, illustrating the use of the theory, and it
has been found that the theory fits well with actual results.
The computation of the maximum strength has been
evaluated on the basis of a quasi-steady statistical ap-
proach, whereby the previously used deterministic relation-
ships have been rewritten to account for the stochastic
characteristics of the factors involved. This represents
the first time that the concepts of probability theory have
been applied towards the solution of a non-linear struc-
tural problem, where the basic relationships are given in
the form of incremental, iterative equations.
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studied, and the effects of differences in the residual
It must be stated, however, that the random nature of the
therefore overrides the influence of the other parameters.
re-7ariation of tho.... ".. _.... ~ - . t'l- c .L.,d.Ll~ .,L.,:::>, l.t.~ 2-st:;:-esses,:;:-esidual
The analyses of the data produced indicate that
stress pattern as influenced by the various manufacturing
overall residual stress distribution in a·shape has not been
the out-of-straightness than of any other factor, which
the residual stresses may be attributed to the fact that the
sidual stresses about their mean pattern in the shape, do not
strength and behavior of the column is more influenced by
that the random nature of the cross-sectional properties and
of the
that of the out-of-straightness. The lack of influence of
the random variation of the strength of a particular column,
sence of significant out-of-straightness, it has been shown
contribute as much variation in the column strength as does
umn strength variation, and its influence increases slightly
of the yield stress accounts for a small amount of the col-
of the initial out-of-straightness. The random variability
almost in its entirety may be attributed to the variation
given its manufacturing method, yield stress, and so on,
as the magnitude of cry increases. Larger range of the
yield stress variation, namely, (cr -cr), also influencesy,max ym
the column strength to a certain small extent. In the pre-
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methods are of profound importance for the column behavior
and strength.
It has been found that the variation of the
strength of a particular column with a given slenderness
ratio, is well represented by a Type I asymptotic extreme
value probability density function. This is a result of the
overall influence of the initial out-of-straightness. The
maximum strength of an initially curved column therefore will
not be distributed according to a normal (Gaussian) probabi-
lity law.
The analysis of the available maximum strength
data has been used to develop a set of multiple column
curves, with a method of classification identical to that
utilized in the deterministic part of the study. The multi-
ple column curves have been based on the assumed mean value of
the initial out-of-straightness, namely, e/L = 1/1470. The
choice of the mean value of the initial crookedness has been
based on the need for a consistent set of column strength
parameters as the basis for the curves, since the mean
values of all of the other factors (residual stresses, yield
stress, cross-sectional dimensions) have been utilized.
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5. COMPARISON OF DETERMINISTIC AND
PROBABILISTIC METHODS OF SOLUTION
The essence of the deterministic study is provided
by the column category data given in Tables 7 through 9,
and by the set of multiple column curves shown in Fig. 32.
. Similarly, the final outcome of the probabilistic investi-
gation is given by the data in Tables 16 through 18, and by
the multiple column curves illustrated in Fig. 58. The com-
parison of the results from the two parts of the study there-
fore is based on a comparison of the tables and the two fig-
ures.
Figure 59 shows the two sets of multiple column
curves drawn in the same diagram. It is evident that the
curves are closely related, which may be attributed to the
fact that the out-of-straightness is the single most impor-
tant column strength parameter, and that the methods of
column classification are the same. The probabilistic
curves, labeled IP, 2P, and 3P, are located above the three
deterministic curves for all slenderness ratios. The lar-
gest differences between the curves occur for curves IP and
I, for A-values in the range of 0.7 to l.li and for curves
2P and 2, for A-values between approximately 0.9 and 1.4.
The increases in strength thus provided, when utilizing the
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probabilistic curves instead of the deterministic ones,
amount to 5 to 8 percent, depending on the slenderness
ratio. This is partly a result of using the mean value of
the out-of-straightness as the basis for the curves, rather
than the maximum value of 1/1000. The differences between
curves 3P and 3 are fairly small, amounting to maximum gains
in strength of approximately 1 to 4 percent. The reasons
for the smaller increase in strength for the lowest curve
are partly to be found in the fact that the out-of-straight-
ness has a smaller influence on the maximum strength of the
heaviest types of columns. These are the types of columns
that belong to the lowest column strength category.
The most significant cause of the closeness of
the curves 3P and 3, however, is the difference in the types
of columns that belong to the two categories. This may be
realized by considering the data provided by Tables 9 and
18. Thus, category 3P contains only the minor axis bending
cases of the heavy rolled and heavy and light welded wide-
flange universal mill columns of A36 steel, whereas category
3 (Table 9) also contains the major axis bending cases.
The latter type did provide for an increase in the curve 3
strengths, but these cases now have been assigned to cate-
gory 2 (cf. Table 8). Hence the resulting smaller increases
in strength when utilizing curve 3P instead of curve 3.
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The column strength categories included in groups
lP and 2P are different from those of groups 1 and 2, as
may be seen by comparing the data in Tables 7 and 16, and 8
and 17, respectively. category IP thereby contains both
bending axis cases for the light rolled wide-flange A242-
shapes, as we1l as both cases for the light welded flame-
cut wide-flange shapes of A5l4 steel (Table 16). Category
1 only contains the cases of major axis bending for these
two column types (Table 7). Similarly, category 2P con-
tains the major axis bending cases of A36 heavy rolled wide-
flange shapes; as well as the major axis cases of light and
heavy welded wide-flange universal mill columns of A36
steel. Both of these previously were located in category 3,
as mentioned above.
It is believed that the probabilistically based
set of multiple column curves presents a good representa-
tion of the strength of the various types of columns in-
cluded. The belief is supported and substantiated by the
detailed analyses of the column strength, that were made
possible only by the use of probabilistic considerations
of the column strength factors.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The following summarizes the most significant
findings of the study presented in this dissertation:
1. A probabilistic method for the solution of the problem
of the maximum strength of centrally loaded, initially
curved, pinned-end, prismatic steel columns has been
developed. This represents the first time that a struc-
ture exhibiting a random non-linear behavior, for which
the basic relationships are given in the form of incre-
mental, iterative equations, has been treated within the
context of probability theory. The method is basically
founded on a quasi-steady probabilistic approach, where-
by deterministic expressions govern the relationships
between random variables. The concepts involved in the
development may be used in future studies of problems
of similar nature, and the method therefore may have a
significant influence on the advancement of the use of
probabilistic principles in topics pertinent to civil
engineering.
2. It is known that the strength of all types of columns
exhibits a significant variation, due to differences
in column cross section, steel grade, manufacturing
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method, and so on. In an attempt to develop more
rational and adequate means of assessing the strength of
real columns, a number of methods of implementing the
column strength variation in design have been explored.
A set of column curves - multiple column curves - have
been developed to provide strength classification for
selected categories of structural shapes used as columns.
The variety of column types available are thereby classi-
fied on the basis of similar behavior and strength, and
column curves that are representative of the strength of
each of the categories are developed. Two sets of mul-
tiple column curves, each containing three curves, have
been provided by the investigations based on determinis-
tic and probabilistic concepts.
3. The maximum strength of an initially curved, centrally
loaded, pinned-end, prismatic steel column provides the
most realistic representation of the strength of actual
columns of this kind. This is attributed to the ever-
present out-of-straightness of real columns.
In addition to the above conclusions, the follow-
ing provides a summary of the other results of the in-
vestigation:
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4. A computer program was developed for the deter-
ministic part of the investigation. The program
is based on an incremental, iterative approach, and
takes.into account the residual stresses, the yield
stress and its variation throughout the shape, and the
initial out-of-straightness. So far only wide-flange
and box shapes have been included, but modifications
in the program will make it possible to handle other
shapes as well.
5. A large number of column curves, representing a variety
of wide-flange and box shapes in several steel grades,
sizes, manufacturing methods, and so on, have been de-
veloped. The curves have been analyzed with regard to
a classification of the columns into three column
strength categories. Based on these analyses, a set of
multiple column curves have been evaluated, which are
based on an initial out-of-straightness of 1/1000.
This value represents the maximum allowable crookedness,
according to the specifications for the delivery of
structural steel shapes.
6. The statistical characteristics for the cross-sectional
dimensions and other geometric properties, for the yield
stress of the steel, for the + variation of the resi-
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dual stresses about their mean, and finally also for
the initial out-of~straightness, have been studied ex-
tensively. Comparisons with actually measured values
indicate that the choices made for the probability den-
sity functions of the factors are reasonable.
7. The results from the probabilistic study indicate that
the variation of the strength of a particular column,
given its manufacturing method, almost in its entirety
may be attributed to the variation of the initial out-
of-straightness. The variability of the yield stress
has a very small effect, but this increases with increas-
ing yield stress and yield stress range of variation.
The random variation of the residual stresses about
their mean, and of the cross-sectional properties, do
not contribute significantly to the random variation of
the maximum column strength. The probabilistic nature
of the overall residual stress distribution in the
shape has not been studied. The pattern of residual
stress in the shape therefore remains one of the most
significant column strength parameters.
8. Due to the overall importance of the initial out-of-
straightness, the maximum strength of a specific column
will be distributed in a skew fashion. It was found
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that a Type I asymptotic extreme value distribution will
represent the random column strength variation well.
9. Column curve spectra have been developed for a large
number of wide-flange and box columns, in various steel
grades, sizes, and so on. A column curve spectrum is
defined as the set of column curves, that exhibit the
variation of the strength of a specific column for all
slenderness ratios and values of the column strength
parameters~
10. Based on the column curve spectra available, a set of
multiple column curves has been developed. The mean
value of the initial out-of-straightness, 1/1470, was
chosen as the basis for this development, based on the
desire to use mean values for all column strength para-
meters.
11. A comparison between the deterministic and the proba-
bilistic set of multiple column curves reveals that the
latter provide for somewhat higher column strengths.
This is partly due to the smaller value of the crooked-
ness, which has created changes in the classification
of the column types.
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7.1 Symbols
that in the cases when the same symbol is given twice, and
one of them appears with a tilde (~) above; the latter in-
(For instance, cry and 0y' with 0y being the
e:1ds
and the axial load that corresponds to equili-
brium between internal and external forces
7. NOMENCLATURE
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maximum column strengths
an element in the cross section of the column
_ {Pmax/Py)theory
= a ratio given by a - (P IP) ,
max y experiment
used to compare theoretical and experimental
= a factor given by S = I (Pmax/Py) theory-
(p IP) I used to compare theore-
max y experiment '
tical and experimental maximum column strengths
= eccentricity of applied axial load at column
= the difference between the applied axial load,
The following is a list of the symbols that have
¢(£) = a function that expresses the total strain in
/),P, f:p
dicates the same quantity, that is being treated as a ran-
been used throughout this dissertation. It should be noted
dom variable.
I
I
I
I
I
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e: • ,E .J. J..
e:
- p
,...,
e: .,e: .
rJ. rJ.
e: •
rJ.
= general symbol for the total deflection of the
column
= mean value of the total deflection of the column
= the total strain in element i in the cross
section of the column
= mean value of total strain/yield strain in ele-
ment i in the cross section
= axial strain in the cross section, due to the
column load P
= mean value of the axial strain in the cross sec-
tion, due to the column load P
= residual strain in element i in the column
cross section
= curvature of the column, due to the applied axial
load
= mean value of the curvature of the column, due
to the applied axial load
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Symbols designating stresses:
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e ,e
m m
K
~. , ~.1. 1.
t.1.
o. , a.1. 1.
a ., a .
r1. r1.
a .
r1.
f wa .,0 .
r1. r1.
= curvature at the mid-height of the column, due
to the applied axial load
= dispersion factor for the Type I (Gumbel,
largest value) asymptotic extreme value distri-
bution of the yield stress
= non-dimensiona1ized slenderness ratio
= dispersion factor for the Type I (Gumbel, sma1-
lest value) asymptotic extreme value distribu-
tion of the initial out-of-straightness
= distance from the centroid of element i in the
cross section to the bending axis considered
= mean value of the distance from the centroid of
element i in the cross section to the bending
axis considered
= total stress in element i in the cross section
of the column
= residual stress in element i in the cross
section of the column
= mean value of the residual stress in element i
= residual stress in element i of the flange and
the web, respectively
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of a column
= st. dev. of the axial strain in the cross
section, due to the load p
= st. dev. of the residual strain in element i
in the cross section
= st. dev. of the yield strain of steel
= st. dev. of the curvature of the column
= st. dev. of the distance from the centroid of
element i to the bending axis considered
= st. dev. of the residual stress in element i
stress (mode)
in the cross section
of occurrence < 2.5%)
= maximum value of the yield stress (probability
= transformed yield stress of steel
= mean value of the yield stress of steel
= specified yield stress
= most frequently occurring value of the yield
= yield stress of the material in element i
= yield stress of steel
a
£ .
rl
a
a .
rl
ay,max
= standard deviation (st. dev.) of the deflection
ay,p
aym
a
£
Y
ae
a ~.
1
Symbols designating standard deviations of random variables:
a , (jy y
cry
aya
a .yl
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
aa
y
= st. dev. of the yield stress of the steel
a'l! = st. dev. of a function of random variables, 'l!
a (E:i/E:y ) = st. dev. of (total strain in element i/yield
strain)
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shape and a wide-flange shape, respectively
wide-flange shape, respectively
column
box shape and a wide-flange shape, respectively
section of a column
the cross section
a wide-flange shape, respectively
shape and a wide-flange shape, respectively
wide-flange shape
= st. dev. of the area of a flange-element in a
= st. dev. of the width of a web-element in a box
= st. dev. of the area of a web-element in a box
= st. dev. of the width of a flange-element in a
= st. dev. of the internal axial load, acting on
= st. dev. of the web depth of a box shape and a
= st. dev. of the yield load for a column
= st. d8iT. of the flange widt.h oZ a box shape and
= st. dev. of the moment acting on the cross
= st. dev. of the area of the cross section of a
= st. dev. of the external axial load
b h
adw' adw
h
adA
f
I
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.b hCY ,CY
u u
A,A
= st. dev. of the initial out-of-straightness
= st. dev. of the total (overall) depth of a wide-
flange shape
= st. dev. of the flange thickness of a box shape
and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= st. dev. of the random variable u, pertaining
to a box shape and a wide-flange shape, respec-
tively
= st. dev. of the column deflection, due to the
axial load P
= st. dev. of the web thickness of a box shape
and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= st. dev. of the ranG-Gr'l varia.Ll2: z, perLa.l.iiing
to a box shape and a wide-flange shape, respec-
tively
= a parameter (e.g., the mean) of the distribution
of a random variable
= maximum likelihood estimator of the parameter ¢
= general symbol for a function of random varia-
ble(s)
= area of the cross section
= cross-sectional area of a box shape and a wide-
flange shape, respectively
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-A. ,A.
~ ~
DB.
~
D~,D~
w w
E
= mean cross-sectional area of a box shape and a
wide-flange shape, respectively
= area of element i in the cross section of the
column
= mean value of a width, b
= mean value of the flange width of a box shape
and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= mean value of the distance from the center-line
of the component plate regarded as flange, to
the centroid of the shape
= mean value of the web depth of a box shape and
a wide-flange shape, respectively
= mean value of the area of a flange-element of a
box shape and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= mean value of the area of a web-element of a
box shape and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= mean value of the width of element i in the
cross section
= mean value of the width of a flange-element in
a box shape and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= mean value of the width of a web-element in a
box shape and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= modulus of elasticity
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= mean value of the external axial load
P. t'P' t .. internal axial load in a cross section of theln ln
column
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= maximum strength (load) of the column
= yield load of the column (no overall column
buckling occurring)
of random variables
major and minor axes, respectively
mean
the major and minor axes, respectively
= maximum likelihood estimator of the arithmetic
= general designation of the arithmetic mean
= length of the column
= sample-likelihood function with parameter <p
= moment of inertia for a box shape about the
= mean value of the moment of inertia
= moment of inertia for a wide-flange shape about
= mathematical expectation (= mean) of a function
= the distribution function of a random variable y
= mean value of the total (overall) depth of a
wide-flange shape
= general symbol for moment of inertia
P
max
P ,Py y
M. t,Mint = internal moment in a cross section of the columnln
p,P = external axial load of the column
I
L (<p)
L
M
E ('II)
I
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p
ya
R
X.
1
= mean value of the yield load
= mean value of the yield load of a box and a wide-
flange column, respectively
= transformed yield load
= radius of curvature of the center-line of the
column
= mean value of the thickness of an element in the
cross section
= mean value of the flange thickness of a box
shape and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= mean values of the random variables ub and uh '
pertaining to box and wide-flange spapes, respec-
tively
= coefficient of variation (general)
= coefficient of variation of the yield strain
= mean value of the web thickness of the cross
section (general)
= mean value of the web thickness of a box shape
and a wide-flange shape, respectively
= mean value of the coordinate of the centroid of
element i in the cross section, depending on
which of the principal bending axes is considered
= mean values of the random variables zb and zh'
pertaining to box and wide-flange shapes, respec-
tively
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shape, respectively
respectively
plate regarded as flange, to the centroid of
area of a flange-element of a box shape and a
the shape
width ofa component plate
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mid-height
= transformed initial out-of-straightness
flange shape, respectively
= width of element i (general)
wide-flange shape, respectively
= area of a web-element of a box shape and a wide-
= mean value of the initial out-of-straightness
= distance from the center-line of the component
= constant; in some expressions denoting the
= web depth of a box shape and a wide-flange shape,
= flange width of a box shape and a wide-flange
= constant
= constanta
c
= width of a flange-element of a box shape and a
wide-flange shape, respectively
= width of a web-element of a box shape and a
wide-flange shape, respectively
e,e,eL,eL = initial out-of-straightness of the column at
b
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eL,max
e L .. ,ml~
f(y)
m,n
q
r
s
t
= maximum initial out-of-straightness
= minimum initial out-of-straightness
= the probability density function of a random
variable y
= total (overall) height of a wide-flange shape
= number of elements in flange or web
= total number of elements in the cross section
= polynomial exponents
= number of elements in the flange
= number of elements in the web
= mode of the Type I (Gumbel, largest value)
asymptotic extreme value distribution of the
yiela s~ress (= 0 )y,p
= mode of the Type I (Gumbel, smallest value)
asymptotic extreme value distribution of the
initial out-of-straightness
= radius of gyration
= standard deviation of a sample of data
= maximum likelihood estimator of the standard
deviation
= thickness of an element in the cross section
(general)
= non-dimensional thickness (actual thickness
divided by 3/4")
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mJ.n
w
x
x.J.
Yl'Y2'···Yn
zb,zh
= flange thickness of a box shape and a wide-
flange shape, respectively
= minimum thickness, below thich cr . is con-y,mJ.n
stant (t . ~3/4")
mJ.n
= random variables, pertaining to box and wide-
flange shapes, respectively
= deflection (general)
= deflection of the column, due to the applied
axial load
= mean value of the deflection caused by the
applied axial load
= thickness (general)
= web thickness of a box shape and a wide-flange
shape, respectively
= coordinate, measured along the length of the
column
= coordinate of the centroid of element i in the
cross section, given by the bending axis con-
sidered
= random variables
= random variables, pertaining to box and wide-
flange shapes, respectively
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7.2 Glossary and Abbreviations
The following terms and expressions have been used
frequently in the dissertation, and this glossary is in-
tended to provide brief, but exhaustive definitions of the
most significant items. The listing is given alphabetically,
according to the first letter in the first word of each term.
Band of Column Curves:
A number of column curves for a variety of columns,
drawn in the same diagram. For instance, drawing
the column curves for all rolled wide-flange
columns of A36 steel in the same figure, provides
a column curve band.
Column Curve Spectrum:
The set of column curves that illustrates the
variation of the strength of one particular col-
umn type, as caused by the variation of the
column strength parameters.
Deterministic:
A deterministic analysis is one where the factors
of concern do not exhibit random (unpredictable)
variation; that is, there is a one-to-one corres-
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pondence between the functionally dependent and
independent parameters.
Distribution Function:
A function that gives the probability of the event
that the random variable is less than or equal to
a certain value. For instance, F(Y1) = P(y~ Y1)
gives the probability that y is less than or equal
to the value Y1.
First-Order Probabilistic Approach:
A solution procedure that is based on probabilis-
tic concepts and the randomness of the variables,
but only to the extc~t ~~ co~~iccring the first-
order dispersion quantities (i.e. mean and vari-
ance) .
Heavy and Light Columns:
A column is heavy if anyone of its component
plates has a thickness greater than or equal to
one inch; otherwise it is light.
Initial Out-of-Straightness:
Deviation from perfect straightness about any
axis of the column; exhibited by the column after
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the manufacture is completed, but prior to the
application of any external load.
Maximum Strength of a Column:
The maximum load-carrying capacity of a column.
The load is specifically given by the point on the
load-deflection curve which has a horizontal tan-
gent (dP/do = 0).' Beyond this point, an increase
of the deflection is accompanied by a decrease of
the load.
Multiple Column Curves:
A set of several column curves, where each curve
is c fair representation of the strer-gth of the
column. types assigned to it. This involves the
categorizing of all columns in terms of behavior
and strength, and those with related properties
are assigned to one and the same of the multiple
column curves.
Probabilistic:
A probabilistic analysis is one where the factors
of concern do exhibit random variation, and the
probabilities of their assuming specific values
are taken into account.
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Probability Density Function:
A function specifying the behavior of a continuous
random variable over the range of variation. For
an infinitesimally small interval dy, the probabi-
lity density function gives the probability that
the random variable assumes a value between y and
(y+dy) by the expression f(y) ·dy.
Quasi-Steady Statistical (Probabilistic) Approach:
A solution procedure that is based on (known)
deterministic relationships between the parameters
considered, but where the parameters are treated
as random variables. The variables do not vary
with time; hence the use of the word steady.
Random Variable:
A numerical variable, whose specific value cannot
be predicted with certainty before an experiment.
Semi-Probabilistic:
A semi-probabilistic analysis is one where some
of the factors involved are treated as random
variables, whereas the other factors are consi-
dered as deterministic quantities.
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Statistical Independence:
Two (or more) random variables are said to be
statistically independent if the probability of
the occurrence of one of them does not influence
the probability of the occurrence of the others.
Tangent Modulus Load:
The load at which a centrally loaded, initially
perfectly straight, prismatic column; unrestrained
between the pinned ends, may assume a deflected
position. An infinitesimally higher load requires
that the column deflects, in order to maintain
structural equilibrium.
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8. TABLES AND FIGURES
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, TABLE 1
DATA FOR ROLLED COLUMNS INCLUDED IN
INVESTIGATION OF MAXIMUM STRENGTHS
Material* , Light or No. of Column
: Heavy** Curvest Column Sections
A7 L 18 W4x13,8x24,8x31,8x67,
12x50,12x65,5x18.5,
14x43,8x31(Annealed)
A7 H 2 W14x426 -
, , A3.6. H .2 W12xl61
. A242 L 6 W8x3.1,12x50,12x65
A514 L 8 W8x17,8x31,10x33,12x45 I
A514 H ,.2 , W12x120
•
uA514 II tt H 2 WIOxl12 l
Sum of No. of
Curves
= 40
*Designation according to ASTM Specifications (60) .
**L = Lighti H = Heavy.
tIncludes both major and minor bending axes column curves.
ttThis is steel type USS 5Ni-Cr-Mo-V, with a nominal yield
strength of 130 ksi (measured 140 ksi) .
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TABLE 2
DATA FOR WELDED H-COLUMNS INCLUDED IN
INVESTIGATION OF MAXIMUM STRENGTHS
(Notation as in Table 1)
Material Light or No. of Column Column Sections*Heavy Curves
A7 L 8 H7x28(UM,FC),H10x62(UM,FC)
A36 L 2 H12x79(FC)
A36 H 24 H12x210(FC),H20x354(FC),
H14x202(FC),H15x290(FC~and
FCG,UMF and UMG),H24x428(UM,
2xFC)**,H24x428(Stress-re1ieved),
H23x681(FC)
A572(50) L 2 H12x79 (FC)
A572(50) H 2 H14x202(FC)
A441 H 8 H15x290(FCF and FCG,UMF and UMG)
A514 L 6 H7x28(FC,SH),H10x62(FC)
Hybrid L 8 H7x28(FC;F1 A514,Web A441)
H7x28(FC;F1 A514,Web A36)
H7x2'8(FC;F1 A441,Web A36)
H7x28(UM;F1 A441,Web A36)
Sum of No. of
curves
= 60
*The following notation is used for manufacturing method designation:
UM = Universal mill; FC = Flame-cut; SH = Sheared; FCF = Flame-cut
plates and fillet welds; FCG = Flame-cut plates and groove welds;
UMF = Universal mill plates and fillet welds; UMG = Universal mill
plates and groove welds.
**Two shapes with flame-cut plates, but different preheating techniques.
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TABLE 3
DATA FOR WELDED BOX-COLUMNS INCLUDED IN
INVESTIGATION OF MAXIMUM STRENGTHS
(Notation as in Tables 1 and 2)
Material Light or No. of Column Column SectionsHeavy Curves
A7 L 4 0 6x20,lOx65
h36 L 2 0 lOx65
A36 H 2 0 24x774
A514 L 4 0 6x20,lOx65
Sum of No. of
Curves
= 12
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TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIME~TAL MAXIMUM COLUMN ' STRENGTHS
FOR ROLLED WIDE-FLANGE COLUMNS
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 3)
I
f-'
-...J
0"'1
I
Steel Light or Experiment Theory -H-Shape AxisGrade Heavy ex
elL A Llr P Ip P Ipmax y max y
W12x16l A36 H W 0.002 0.49 50 0.78- 0.83 1.06
W 8x3l A242 L W 0.0009 0.75 54 0.82 0.77 0.94
0.0013 1.00 72 0.78+ 0.62 (0.80)
W12x120 A5l4 H W ? 0.55 30 0.89 _·-ki~
-
0.0002 0.92 50 0.82 0.85 1.04
W10xl12 "A5l4"~'( H W 0.0001 1.07 q·9 0.73 0.75 1.03
*This is steel type USS 5Ni-Cr-Mo-V, with a nominal yield strength of 130 ksi
(measured 140 ksi).
**Since the out-of-straightness for the tested column is unknown, no comparison
with the theory can be made.
+The reliability of this test result is Lighly questionalbe.
(P Ip)
-H-The factor ex. is given by the ratio ex = max y theory
(P Ip) .
max y exper~ment
1' . _
TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MAXIMUM COLUMN' STRENGTHS
FOR WELDED WIDE-FLANGE COLUMNS
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 4)
I
1-'.
-....J
-....J .
I
Steel Light or ExperimentShape Axis Theory '1(Grade Heavy
elL A Llr P Ip p Ip a
max y max y
Hl2x79 A36 L W 0.0002 0.35 30 0.97 0.93 0.96
0.0003 0.70 60 0.76 0.75 0.99
0.0002 1.05 90 0.68 0.64 0.94
H14x202 A36 H W 0.0009 0.34 30 0.97 . 0.94 0.97
0.0006 0.68 60 0.84 0.78 0.93
0.0002 1.02 90 0.64 0.60 0.94
--
--_.-._ ..~ ..~
H12x79 A572(50) L W 0.0003 0.40 30 0.90 0.91 1.01
0.001l 0.81 60 0.76 0.70 0.92
0.0002 1.22 90 0.60 0.58 0.97
--
H14x202 A572(50) H W 0.0006 0.84 60 0.80 0.70 0.88
0.0008 1.26 90 0.61 0.53 0.87
..
--_._._-
---
- .
H10x62 A5l4 L w 0.0004 0.68 35 0.90 0.90 1.00
0.0003 1.07 55 0.79 0.83 l.05
. '1<See Table 4
()
I
-,
- - - "- - - - - - - - - - -" - - - - -
TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MAXIMUM COLUMN STRENGTHS
FOR WELDED BOX COLUMNS
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 5)
I
I-J"
-...J
(X)
I
Steel Light or Experiment TheoryShape Grade Heavy Axis?'~ I +
elL A Llr p Ip p Ip ex.max y max y
o 6x20 "A7?'d~ L P 0.0006 0.44 32 0.93 0.90 " 0.97
0.0002 0.70 51 0.75 0.73 0.97
D10x65 A7 L P 0.0003 0.34 30 0.94 0.96 1.02
0.0006 i 0.56 50 0.82 0.85 1.04
0.0007l 0.90 80 0.64 0.62 0.97
D 6x20 A5l4 L P 0.000/-: 0.76 40 0.91 0.85 0.94
0.001.-1215 60 0.69 0.63 0.91
1-- 1-'-- ...
D10x65
I
0.94 0.91 0.97A5l4 L p 0.000] ! 0.56 30
O.OOOS 1 0.94 50 0.87 0.82 0.94
J
~'~p = one of the principal axes (these l·ox- shapes are square).
"'~*Measured yield strength = 55.6 ksi (» (J of nominal A7).
Y
+See Tables 4 and 5.
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TABLE 7
COLUMN TYPES BELONGING TO COLUMN STRENGTH
. CATEGORY 1 (MAXIMUM STRENGTH STUDY)
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 3)
Material+ Manufacturing Shape* Light or AxesMethod Heavy
A242 Rl W L S
A514 Rt W ~LH SW
A514 We/FC H L S
A514 We/UM H L S
A514 We B L SW
Hybrid:
Fl A514 We/FC H L SW
&Web A441
Fl A514 We/FC H L SW
&Web A36
All stress-relieved columns (regardless of steel
grade, manufacturing method, shape, size, and
axes) .
*B = Box-shape.
+ .
Included among the A514-steels are the special
extra-high strength steels, such as USS 5Ni-cr-
Mo-V (0 = 130 ksi).y
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TABLE 8
COLUMN TYPES BELONGING TO COLUMN STRENGTH
CATEGORY 2 (MAXIMUM STRENGTH STUDY)
(Notation as in Tables I through 3, and 7)
Material Manufacturing Shape Light or AxesMethod Heavy
A7/A36 RI W L SW
A7/A36 \'Je/FC H LH SW
A7/A36 We B LH SW
A242 RI W L W
A572(50) We/FC H LH SW
A441 We/FC H H SW
A441 We/UM H H SW
A514 We/FC H L W
A514 We/UM H L W
Hybrid:
FI A441 We/FC H L SW
&Web A36
p1 44l Wc/UM u L S'i! I..
I&Web A36
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TABLE 9
, COLUMN TYPES BELONGING TO COLUMN STRENGTH
CATEGORy'3 (MAXIMUM STRENGTH STUDY)
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 3, and 7 and 8)
Material Manufacturing Shape Light or AxesMethod Heavy
A7/A36 Rl W H SW
A7/A36 We/UM H LH SW
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TABLE 10
,STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BAND OF
CURVES CONTAINING POSSIBLE COLUMN
STRENGTH CURVE 1
(30 curves, e/L = 1/1000)
Arithmetic Percentiles Standard Coeff. ofA Mean* Median 21:. 971:. Deviation Variation2 2
0.3 0.974 0.979 0.95'1 0.990 0.012 1.2
0.5 0.937 0.936 0.895 0.967 0.027 2.8
0.7 0.878 0.878 0.830 0.935 0.037 4.2
0.9 0.787 0.782 0.741 0.851 0.037 4.7
1.1 0.655 0.651 0.600 0.705 0.029 4.4
1.3 0.513 0.513 0.478 0.543 0.017 3.2
1.5 " ~a" I G.399 0.3G2 u.':15 0.012 ... ,..Ve-l;;lU ..).u
1.7 0.311 0.311 0.277 0.324 0.010 3.1
1.9 0.252 0.252 0.230 0.261 0.006 2.4
*Column Strength Curve 1 follows the arithmetic mean curve.
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TABLE 11
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BAND OF
CURVES CONTAINING POSSIBLE COLUMN
STRENGTH CURVE 2
(70 curves, elL = 1/1000)
Arithmetic Percentiles Standard Coeff. ofA Mean* Median 2!. 97!. Deviation variation2 2
0.3 0.936 0.937 0.889 0.970 0.020 2.2
0.5 0.849 0.845 0.780 0.921 0.036 4.3
0.7 0.749 0.743 0.679 0.849 0.046 6.2
0.9 0.646 0.6.37 0.567 0.760 0.050 7.7
1.1 0.539 0.541 0.458 0.633 0.045 8.2
1.3 0.439 0.442 0.373 0.493 0.032 7.3
1.5 I 0.355 ().359 0.305 I C.390 0.023 I c .,\"I • ..)
1.7 0.290 0.292 0.252 0.311 0.016 5.6
1.9 0.239 0.241 0.211 0.255 0.012 4.9
*Co1umn Strength Curve 2 follows the arithmetic mean.
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TABLE 12
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BAND OF
CURVES CONTAINING POSSIBLE COLUMN
STRENGTH CURVE 3
(12 curves, e/L = 1/1000)
Arithmetic Percentiles Standard Coeff. ofA Mean* Median 21:- 971:- Deviation Variation2 2
0.3 0.914 0.920 0.894 0.937 0.020 2.2
0.5 0.795 0.802 0.744 0.854 0.044 5.6
0.7 ·0.674 0.684 0.601 0.760 0.063 9.4
0.9 0.567 0.576 0.490 0.654 0.067 11.7
1.1 0.470 0.477 0.402 0.544 0.058 12.4
1.3 0.383 0.392 0.332 0.444 0.043 11.1
1. 5 I 0.314 I 0.319 0.274 i 0.358 0.032 10.1 I
1.7 0.260 0.260 0.223 0.290 0.024 9.3
1.9 0.218 0.219 0.190 0.243 0.019 8.7
*Column Strength Curve 3 follows the arithmetic mean.
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TOLERANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR CROSS-SECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF
ROLLED WIDE-FLANGE SHAPES
(According to Euronorm 34-62 (Ref~ 82).)
. .
I
I-'
ex>
U1
I
Wide-Flange Tolerances
Shapes with
Specified Flange Total Flange Web AreaTotal Depths of Width Depth Thickness Thickness
1
+4mm=+0.16" i t
-16 Omm (6.3" ) -2mm=-0. 08." +1.5mm=+0.06" +lmm·
- - -
l60-220mm(8.7") i =+0.04"- of
220-260mm(10.2") +3mm +3mm=+0.12" 1 ±6%- - -260-300mm(11.8") (=+0.12" ) 1 +2mm-300-400mm(15.7") =+0.08" +1. 5mm
- -
400-500mm(19.7") +4mm=+0.1(i"
1
=+0.06"
-
-' 1500-700mm(27.6") f+5mm=+0.20"
700-l000mm(39.4") - - +2mm=+0.08"I- 1. - -
o
.. ©
- - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - -
TABLE 14
STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME IMPORTANT ASTM STEEL GRADES
(For material with thickness < 3/4"; value in ksi)
(HypotheticaT Data)
I
I-'
co
m
I
Steel Mode Mean st. deviation Dispersion0 + 0 cry cr ** 00 FactorGrade* ym y,p y,max y K
.
A36 36 37.6 38.3 42 1.54 0.83
A242 50 52.1 53.0 58 2.05 0.63
A441 50 52.1 53.0 58 2.05 0.63
A572(50) 50 52.1 53.0 58 2.05 0.63
A572 (65) 65 67.6 68.8 75 2.56 0.50
A514 100 103.9 105.6 115 3.85 0.33
*Designation according to Ref. 63.
**Estimated value, based on data in Refs. 63 and 88
+Specified yield stress(63)
TABLE 14A
BASES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF THE STATISTICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDUAL STRESSES AND YIELD STRESSES
IN SOME SHAPES. (Number of measurements of each quantity)
Number of measurements for Coefficient of
Column Var.of maximum
Shape Residual str. Yield stress Col. strength
or 0y (computed)
WEx31 20 20 3-7%(A36)
W14x426 1 1 2.;..8%(A36)
H12x79 5 5 3.5-7%(A572 (50»
H14x202 II 5 5 3-7% ,(A572 (50) ) ,i
IH15x290
(A36) 1 1 2-8.5%
D6x20 1 3 3-7%(A514)
D10x65 12 12 3-7%(A36)
I
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TABLE 15
COLUMN CURVE SPECTRUM DATA FOR A LIGHT ROLLED
. WIDE-FLANGE SHAPE W8x3l (ASTM A36)
(Various values of the column strength factors)*
·cr elL 1/1470 (Mean) 1/10,000 (Min)y Axis(ksi) A 0.3 0.9 1.5 0.9
y Mean 0.959 0.659 0.363 0.729
42 C.ofV. 0.17 0.11 0.61 0.08
(Max) Mean 0.976 0.759 0.393 0.827
x C.ofV. 0.04 0.07 0.20 0.08
Mean 0.956 0.644 0.355 0.711
Y C.ofV. 0.11 0.09 0.62 0.1338.3
(Mean) Mean 0.974 0.748 0.389 0.818
x C.ofV. 0.05 0.19 0.28 0.08
Y
Mean 0.955 0.633 I 0.351 0.699
36 , C.ofV. 0.07 I 0.39 I 0.23 I 0.09
(Min) Mean 0.974 0.742 0.385 0.811
x C.ofV. 0 0.20 0.21 0.12
*Column strength means given in terms of the ratio
Pmax/Py ' and coefficients of variation are given in percent.
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TABLE 16
COLUMN TYPES ASSIGNED TO CATEGORY lP
(Probabilistic Study)
"(Notation as in Tables 1 through 3 ,and 7)
Material Manufacturing Shape Light or AxesMethod Heavy
A242 Rolled W L SW
A5l4 Rolled W LH SW
A5l4 Welded and H L SW
Flame-Cut
A5l4 Welded and H L S
Universal Mill
A5l4 Welded B L SW
Hybrid:
FL A5l4 Welded and H L SW
&Web A44l Flame-Cut
FL A5~4 i ~velc:ied and Ii L SW&Web A36 F.lame-Cut . -
All stress-relieved shapes
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TABLE 17
COLUMN TYPES ASSIGNED TO CATEGORY 2P
(Probabilistic Study)
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 3)
Material Manufacturing Shape Light or AxesMethod Heavy
A36 Rolled W L SW
A36 Rolled W H S
A36 Welded, Flame H LH SW
-Cut
A36 ~\Telded , H LH S
Universal Mill
A36 Welded B LH sw
A572(50) Welded, Flame H LH SW
-Cut
A44l Welded, Flame H H SW
-Cut
A44l Welded, H H SW
Universal Mill
A5l4 Welded, H L W
Universal Mill
Hybrid:
FL A44l Welded, Flame H L SW
&Web A36 -Cut
FL A44l Welded, H L SW
&Web A36 Universal Mill
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TABLE 18
COLUMN TYPES ASSIGNED TO CATEGORY 3P
(Probabilistic Study)
(Notation as in Tables 1 through 3)
Material Manufacturing Shape Light or AxesMethod Heavy
A36 Rolled W H W
A36 Welded, H LH W
Universal Mill
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Fig. 1 A Schematic Illustration of the Various
Inelastic Column Strength Concepts
--Ii-- e ( Small)
~e ~I TOTAL MIDHEIGHT DEFLECTION, 8
(Large)
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LOAD
P
L',Upper Bound for Column Strength, (Reduced Modulus Load) ,
- -------------
ptmax
Pmax
Pmax
Initially Perfectly Straight Columns
" (Tar:lgent Modulus .Theory)
I '~ ""- Columns with Small Initial Crookedness e
. ~ (Maximum Strength Theory)
Columns with Large Initial Crookedness e
(Maximum Strength Theory)
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A7 and A36 A572 (O""y=50ksi): A514:
o W, Weak Axis fl Welded H, Weak Ar.is V Round Bar
@ W, Strong Axis HS Steel (O""y=50ksi): ~ Welded H, Weak
• Annealed Axis
6. Cold Straightened d Perforated X W, Weak Axis
I Welded H Japanese Tests: Hybrid Columns:
:II: Riveted H (cry = 45 ksi)
o Welded Box p' Welded H, A514
B Round Bar J Welded H Flange -A36 Web
p Perforated 4 Annealed ;:/ Welded H, A514
Rolled Box r
Reversed crr Flange-A441 Web
•
A242
5 Ni - Cr - Mo - V v Welded H, A441
Flange - A36 Web(cry =130 ksi)
+ W, Weak Axis
o I A W, Weak Axis
00
Euler Curve
r
L
1.0
A=_'_jrry
1T E
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Test Results for Approximately 100
Centrally Loaded Columns
Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
Band of Variation of the
Strength of all Columns
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(b) High Strength Steel
Real and Assumed Stress-Strain Curves
for Mild ~nd High-Strength:Structural
-Steels
(a) Mild Structural Steel
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Fig. 8 Typical Frequency Distribution Histograms for the
Maximum Strength of All 112 Column Curves with
Initial Out-of-Straightness elL = 1/1000
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Fig. 45 Schematic Illustration of Semi-
Probabilistic Load-Deflection Curves
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